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CATALOGUE 46 NOVEMBER 10th 2013
1 - THREE GUN ANNUALS
1984 & 87 Shooters Bible and Black Powder Gun Digest
3rd Edition. GC
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9

18 - SMLE TRAINING RIFLE
A NZ Military No8 training rifle, 22” .22lr cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver marked 22 No8 MKI and the
wrist NZ marked and dated 1952. Metalwork has most Military black paint refinish. VGC original woodwork with rubber butt plate and sling swivels. VGWO&C ALR
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2 - FIVE GUN DIGEST ANNUALS
1956, 70, 72, 84 & 89. FC
3 - GUN PARTS CATALOGUE
Soft cover, 12th Edition Catalogue for US Company Numrich Arms. Great reference with lots of exploded views. GC

19 - NO4 SMLE RIFLE
A WWII British Military bolt action rifle, 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked
No4 MKI * LONG BRANCH 1943. The chamber and rear
sight have screw holes where at some time a scope had been
fitted. Metalwork with most overall finish. GC woodwork
with swivels and brass butt plate with small repair to the
wood above the butt plate. GWO&C ALR
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4 - SIG HOLSTER
Drop leg type holster for SIG 226 or similar. Black nylon
construction and holds two spare magazines. GC
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5 - FOUR HANDGUN HOLSTERS
Three nylon Uncle Mikes brand sizes - 7, 3 & 3, plus a Hellwig leather paddle type. GC
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20 - WALTHER PP .22LR PISTOL
A scarce pre war German .22lr cal PP model semi automatic
pistol, 3 3/4” barrel, slide with original sight and 45 degree
safety. Walther Banner and Zella-Mehlis address etc. Metalwork with most overall bright blue. Worn but GC black
platic logo grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

6 - VIETNAMESE AK AMMO POUCHES
Two 10 cell 7x39 cal ammo pouches for the SKS/AK47.
Both clearly marked in Chinese on the back. GC
7 - AK47 BAYONET
Bayonet for the Communist block rifle, 6” blade, brown
resin handle with original black steel scabbard. ExC
8 - SMLE SPIKE BAYONET
No 4 MKII* bayonet for the NO4 British Military rifle, complete with steel scabbard and frog. VGC

21 - WALTHER PP .380 PISTOL
3 3/4” .380 acp cal barrel, slide with original sights, Walther
banner and Ulm address. Metalwork retains most bright blue,
thinning slightly on the edges and at the muzzle. VGC black
plastic logo grips. Includes Walther box and spare magazine.
Versions in .380 are hard to find. VG-ExWO&C CLR
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9 - FN49 BAYONET
Belgian bayonet for the FN rifle, 9” blued blade and complete with steel scabbard. VGC
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10 - SWISS BAYONET
Model 1914 Schmidt Rubin bayonet, 18.8” sawback blade
marked WAFFENFABRIK NEUHAUSEN with only slight
staining. VGC wooden grips and steel scabbard. VGC
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11 - REMINGTON M1867 BAYONET
Most likely Danish Military Yataghan style sword bayonet
for the rolling block rifle, 21 3/4” blade with Solingen make
and chips to the edge, hooked quillion. VGC wooden grips
and leather and steel scabbard. VGC
12 - ARTILLERTY PROJECTILE
Most likely British WWI complete with fuse. Measures 3
1/4” diameter x 17” height. VGC NLR
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13 - ARTILLERY PROJECTILE
WWI most likely British, 3”x 9” without fuse. In ‘dug up’
relic condition with pitting to the metal. FC NLR

16 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
WWII German 8mm cal bolt action rifle, 24 3/4” barrel with
original sights, bayonet lug and waffen amt. The chamber is
code marked bnz 43 and has punch marks through the code
and date. Metalwork has most thinning original finish. External numbers except stock and barrel band are matching.
GC laminated wooden stock complete with sling. GWO&C
ALR
17 - WWI SMLE RIFLE
British Military bolt action .303 cal NO3 rifle, 25” barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked with
Royal Cypher B.S.A Co 1916 SHT LE III *. Metalwork with
most dark original patina. VGC original woodwork with
some dings, complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

23 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian FN model 35 9mm semi auto pistol, 5” 9mm barrel, slide with fixed sights and Herstal address. Spur hammer
variant, metalwork with near all original blue finish with a
small section of holster pinpricking at the muzzle and thinning on the leading edges. VGC original wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
24 - DRAGUNOV RIFLE
A Russian commercial SVD semi auto sniper rifle, 26”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and flash hider. The
receiver with Arsenal marks etc and near all original finish.
Original black synthetic thumb hole stock and detachable
magazine. ExWO&C ELR
25 - SAIGA RIFLE
Russian commercial .223 ‘AK’ type semi auto rifle, 20” barrel with original sights. Most original finish, 7R box magazine. Draganov style stock with sling. ExWO&C ELR

14 - TRENCH ART
Made from a French Artillery shell. Marked on the side
FRENCH 75” - FIRED - AT GALLIPOLI 14TH AUGUST
1915. Base with ordnance marks. VGC
15 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Swedish Military M96 bolt action rifle, 30” barrel with
original sights including hood. Chamber marked Carl Gustaff 1917 etc. Metalwork with near all blue VGC original
woodwork complete with service disc and sling. VGWO&C
ALR

22 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL
A collectable and desirable German Walther pocket pistol, 2
3/4” .22lr cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights and marked
with Walther banner and Ulm address. Metalwork retains
all original blue. ExC original plastic grips. Contained in its
original wood grain box. This gun is in as new condition and
hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

26 - SKK RIFLE
A Chinese 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle, 18” barrel with compensator fitted and original sights. Receiver with 7R ‘AK’
detachable magazine. Most original finish fitted with Dragunov synthetic stock. VGWO&C ELR
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27 - SAIGA 12G
Russian semi auto ‘AK’ type 12g shotgun, 20” barrel, the receiver fitted with red dot scope and 5R detachable magazine.
Metalwork has near all original finish. Dragunov synthetic
butt stock. ExWO&C ELR
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28 - MOLOT VEPR MAGAZINES
Two plastic 10R magazines for the Russian .223 cal ‘AK’
type rifle. ExC
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29 - VZ 57 MAGAZINE
Scarce 5R 7x39 cal magazine for the Czech rifle. ExC
30 - AR15/M16 MAGAZINE
Plastic 30 shot .223 magazine. GC

Photographs not necessarily to scale
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31 - COLT PISTOL BOOK
Colt Automatic Pistols by Bady. Medium format, hard cover, B&W photos, 354 pages. Revised edition, must have for
the Colt collector covering all models in great detail. VGC
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32 - HANDGUN BOOK
The W.H.B Smith Classic Book of Pistols and Revolvers.
Hard cover, medium format, B&W photos and 816 pages.
Covers handguns and their operating systems in great depth.
VGC
33 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian 9mm semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel and fixed
sights. Metalwork with all original finish, 3rd generation
polymer frame. ExWO&C

43 - 303 OIL BOTTLES
10 Brass SMLE oil bottles. VGC
44 - THE FAL RIFLE BOOK
By Blake Stevens, 3 volumes in one book making this an
excellent reference with over 800 pages and illustrations.
Hardcover but missing the dust jacket. ExC
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34 - S&W 5906 PISTOL
4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with original adjustable sights.
Stainless steel frame has 4 tap holes for a optical sight.
Black rubber wrap around grips. Includes its original box,
extra grips and three spare magazines. G-VGWO&C B/
CLR
35 - S&W M52 PISTOL
Circa 1960’s US Smith & Wesson single action M52-1 semi
automatic target pistol, 5” .38 special mid range cal barrel, the slide with S&W markings, factory target sights and
transfer bar type safety. The sleet frame marked 52-1. Metalwork has near all original blue with a few minor scratches
and thinning on the grip straps. VGC original wooden grips
includes a spare magazine. Due to their high level of quality
and accuracy these are a very highly desirable pistol and
regarded as one of S&W’s best. ExWO&C B/CLR

42 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET
Lee Enfield bayonet without quillon, 17 1/2” blade NZ
marked and 1907 etc. Wooden grips and oil hole in pommel.
The sheath fits but is incorrect and is for the U.S M17. GC

45 - US&S 1911A1 PISTOL
Scarce WWII, circa 1943 Union Switch and Signal Company model 1911A1 semi automatic pistol, 5” .45acp cal
barrel with original fixed sights. The slide marked with
company logo and US&S CO SWISSVALE, PA USA. The
frame marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY M1911A1
US ARMY as well as inspectors mark. Metalwork with
scattered pin pricking to areas of the slide and frame. Near
all parkerised re-finish. ExC correct chequered brown
plastic grips and original Military magazine. US&S 1911
are second only to Singer made guns in scarity with only
55,000 produced making this a rare and desirable 1911. GVGWO&C B/CLR
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36 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
.357 mag cal double action revolver, 6” barrel with full lug
and adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with a few
scratches fitted with hogue rubber grip. VGWO&C B/CLR
37 - NZ LEE ENFIELD CARBINE
A very scarce NZ Military Lee Enfield carbine. Only 1500
of these rifles were built and all for NZ between 1900 and
1903, 21” 303 cal barrel with correct sights and bayonet lug.
Chamber marked DPE and with sold out of service marks.
The wrist marked with Royal Cypher and Enfield 1901
L.E.C the other side marked NZ 96 over 1901. Has correct
original turned down bolt and shortened magazine. Metalwork with near all blue and ExC woodwork with swivels.
VGWO&C ALR
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38 - LEE SPEED CARBINE
A very scarce most likely British Officers private purchase
carbine, circa early 1900’s, 21” .303 cal barrel with original
sights and variant with bayonet lug and bolt mounted safety
catch. The wrist marked LEE SPEED PATENTS B.S.A CO.
Fitted with its correct 5R ‘fish-belly’ magazine. VGC original woodwork complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR
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39 - LEE ENFIELD MK I RIFLE
A NZ Military .303 cal bolt action Long Tom rifle, 30” barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and sold out of service
marks. The wrist marked with Royal Cypher, LSA Co 1896
LEI. Metalwork with thinning original finish. Woodwork
with lobbing sight, NZ marked brass butt plate and sling.
G-VGWO&C ALR
40 - JUNGLE CARBINE
WWII British Military No5 MK1 SMLE, 20 1/2” .303 cal
barrel including flash hider and with original sights and bayonet lug. Receiver marked NO5 MKI ROF(F) 9/45. Metalwork with near all finish. ExC original woodwork complete
with sling. ExWO&C ALR
41 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
MK 2 with oil bottle in pommel, 12” blade marked Wilkinson and two rivet handle. Includes scabbard. VGC
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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46 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi German P08 semi auto pistol, 4” 9mm barrel with correct sight and serial number, there is also a faint mark on
top of the barrel towards the chamber that appears to be a
N or M? (possibly a naval mark) The chamber dated 1940
and the toggle code marked 42 (Mauser) has of the chamber with Waffen amts and test proof. All external numbers
except the magazine are matching. Metalwork has most
overall thinning original finish. GC original grips with some
dings. Correct type blued magazine with Nazi marked alloy
base plate. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
47 - DWM 1906 SWISS LUGER PISTOL
A rare Swiss Military model 1906 Luger Pistol, circa 1909.
4 3/4” .30 Luger cal barrel with original sight and correctly
marked with serial number and Swiss proof. The chamber
marked with cross inside a sunburst and the toggle DWM
and with late type flat toggle knobs. Correct commercial
style serial numbering on the small parts and marked P for
commercial sale from the Army. Grip safety frame without
stock lug. Metalwork retains most overall blue which is
thinning on the side plate and the frame next to it. Small
parts with nice straw colours, ExC original chequered walnut grips and correct nickle plated magazine. Also includes
a later but correct 1923 date holster with straps and a spare
magaizne with sliver insert to the wooden base plate. VGExWO&C B/CLR
48 - VICTORY REVOLVER
WWII US Military S&W Victory model double action revolver, 5” .38 S&W cal barrel with S&W address. Top strap
marked United States Property and has German Federal
proof marks. Metalwork with near all finish. ExC original
wood grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
49 - S&W HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER
WWI Period British Military S&W 2nd model hand ejector
revolver, 6 1/2” barrel which is marked SMITH & WESSON .455 and also .45 Colt showing that the cylinder has
been moddified to chamber .45 long Colt cartridges, also
nitro proved. The frame with British Military inspection marks and S&W logo. Retains near all ExC refinish
and ExC original grips complete with lanyard ring. VGExWO&C B/CLR
50 - WEBLEY MK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI period double action .455 cal revolver, 6” octagonal barrel with ordnance marks. The frame
marked Webleys Patent 1917. Metalwork has original hard
rubber grips with lanyard ring. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
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51 - 1911A1 HOLSTER
US Military WWII period leather pattern 1916 holster for
the Colt pistol. The flap embossed US and the rear marked
US WARREN LEATHER GOODS CO. This holster is in as
issued from the factory condition and has its original light
tan colour and with grease paper bag with manufactures
markings. Impossible to find better! ExC

63 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
20” 12g Cylinder bore barrel with 3” chamber and bead
sight. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. ExC
original wooden stock and forend. ExWO&C ALR
64 - FRANCHI SHOTGUN
Italian 12g pump action shotgun, 25” 3” chambered barrel
with external adjustable choke fitted and bead sight. Metalwork with near all original matte black finish. ExC walnut
stock carved with floral pattern at the wrist and forend. ExC
ALR

52 - WWII MODEL 1917 HOLSTER
Pattern 1942 leather flap holster for the Colt or S&W
M1917 revolver. The front embossed US and the rear TEXTAN 1942 and includes lanyard strap. ExC
53 - WWII 1911A1 MAGAZINE
A rare original ‘S’ marked magazine for WWII Colt 1911A1
pistol. Retains most original blue and marked S on the top
side of the base plate. ExC
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54 - 1911A1 GRIPS
Two pairs of ‘Colt Wood’ WWII chequered brown plastic
pistol grips. VGC
55 - M2 PARATROOPER KNIFE
An extremely rare WWII US Military Paratroopers flick
knife, 18.5cm overall length with 8cm blade marked
SCHRADE WALDEN NY USA at the base. Black imitation bone handles with button opening and sliding catch and
lanyard staple at the base. These knives were carried in the
throat pockets of the M1942 Parachute Jumpers coat. Included is its original ‘stores’ box (once contained 6 knives)
with its issue lanyard and grease wrapping paper. The edge
of the box is marked with makers details etc. (see page 144
of Coles book or call for details). This knife and box are in
like new condition making this very desirable for the collector. ExC
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58 - GERMAN UNIFORM BOOK
Deutsche Soldaten - Uniforms, Equipment and Personal
Items of the German Soldier 1939-45 by Saiz. Hard cover,
large format, 311 pages. Excellent photos of the equipment
including firearms etc. A must have book. NEW
68

59 - MP44 BOOK
Sturmgewehr - by Handrich. Hard cover, large format, 560
pages with B&W photos. This collector grade publication,
as usual, is extremely in depth and a brilliant reference
book. In as new ExC.
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60 - MP40 BOOK
Blitzkrieg - The MP40 Maschine pistol of WWII by Lannamico. Large format, soft cover, 275 pages with B&W
photos. Also covers development firearms like the MP18
and 28 etc. NEW
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69 - COLT DIAMOND BACK REVOLVER
A circa 1970’s Colt double action .22lr cal 6 shot revolver,
4” .22lr barrel with Python style rib and adjustable sights
and marked DIAMOND BACK & COLT etc. D model
frame with near all bright original blue. Includes its original
walnut target grip with Colt medallion. Hard to find a better
example. ExWO&C B/CLR
70 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL
Circa 1973 target variant of the Woodsmith semi automatic pistol, 6” slab sided barrel with Colt address, logo and
marked Match Target etc. German proved and has original
adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all original blue.
ExC original target grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
71 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
Circa 1928 Colt .22lr semi automatic pistol, 6 1/2” round
barrel with original sights. The chamber marked THE
WOODSMAN and the slide COLT etc with Belgian proofs.
Metalwork with near all original blue thinning on a couple
of the edges. ExC original wooden grips. VG-ExWO&C
BLR
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61 - FG42 BOOK
Death From Above - The German FG42 Paratroop Rifle by
Dugelby and Stevens. Hard cover, large format, 216 pages
with B&W photos. Expanded edition of this collector grade
book. In as new ExC.
62 - WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SHOTGUN
Circa 1959 US pump action 12g shotgun, 28” full choke
barrel with bead sight 2 3/4” chamber Winchester markings
and 1/2 length magazine. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC original woodwork with original
owners initials (JRB) stamped into the right hand side of the
butt. The inscription measures 2.5x1cm. ExWO&C ALR

68 - COLT OFFICERS MATCH REVOLVER
High quality 6 shot double action target revolver circa 1966,
6” .38 special cal barrel with Colt address and model etc as
well as original adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all
original finish. Ex chequered wrap around target grip. These
highly regarded revolvers feature a hard finished action second to none. Included is its original wood grain box with
factory test target. Hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR
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57 - US UNIFORM BOOK
The WWII G.I U.S Army Uniforms by Windrow & Hawkins. Large format, hard cover, 143 pages all with colour photos. Excellent book for the collector. ExC

66 - WINCHESTER M94 BIG BORE RIFLE
US circa 1970’s M94 XTR Big Bore lever action rifle, 20”
.375 cal round barrel with full length magazine and original
sights. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue without scratches. ExC original walnut stock and forend. This
gun is in near new ExWO&C ALR
67 - WINCHESTER M94 RIFLE
Circa 1959 US lever action rifle, 20” 30.30 cal barrel with
original sights and full length magazine. Metalwork with
most original blue with only a few isolated areas of minor
deteriation. GC original woodwork with some scratches and
rubber butt pad fitted. G-VGWO&C ALR
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56 - WWII COMMANDO KNIFE
US WWII Cattaraugus commando knife similar to the KaBar, 6” blade with age staining and marked Cattaraugus
225Q. Steel butt with leather stacked handle which also
shows extensive wear. Includes its original leather sheath.
F-GC

65 - WINCHESTER M94 DELUXE BIG BORE RIFLE
US model 94AE Big Bore lever action rifle, 20” 307 cal
barrel with original sights and full length magazine. Metalwork with near all original blue. Cross bolt safety and hammer stud fitted. Deluxe chequered original walnut stock.
Includes its original box. Hard to find a better example in as
new ExWO&C ALR

72 - SNIDER SHORT RIFLE
British/NZ Military Snider MKIII short rifle, 30 1/2” .577
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar. The breech
marked N 80 Z III. The lock plate with Royal Cypher has
had the manufacture markings peened out but can be discerned to be BSA & M Co - who supplied a contract to the
NZ Government in 1879. Metalwork with nice dark patina
all over. VGC original woodwork with original swivels and
also N 80 Z marked on the wrist. Complete with original rod
and chain. VGWO&C ALR
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73 - SNIDER NAVAL RIFLE
British Military snider Mark II** Naval short rifle, 30 1/2”
.577 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar. The
chamber marked II** & WD ordnance marks. The lock
plate with Royal Cypher and dated 1862. Metalwork with
dark patina to the barrel. ExC original woodwork also dated
1862 and with correct brass furniture and without butt swivel. ExWO&C ALR
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74 - SNIDER VOLUNTEER CARBINE
A British Volunteer or private purchase Snider Yeomarry
carbine, 19 1/2” .577 cal with correct sights. The breech
marked SNIDER PATENTS & BSA, lock plate with Royal
Cypher, BSA & M Co 1875. Brass furniture and single steel
band on the correctly shortened stock without saddle bar
and with ram rod guide filled. VGWO&C

85 - NAZI PARTY BADGE
German NASDAP 15 year service medal. Three piece construction with blue enamel front with party eagle and obverse with motto. Measures approx. 42x42mm, complete
with ribbon. ExC
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86 - HITLER PARTY RING
A 1933 party ring, the top with a bust of Hitler and marked
ADOLF HITLER 1933 on red enamel. The sides with floral motif on pebbled background. Inside with RZM and 900
marks. VGC

75 - NEPALESE SNIDER RIFLE
Three band Snider Military rifle, 36 1/2” .577 cal barrel with
original sights. The breech and lock plate without markings
but has the Mark III locking latch and cupped hammer face.
There are Nepalese markings on the brass butt plate, triggerguard and tang of the gun. Metalwork has cleaned silver/
grey patina. VGC woodwork complete with swivels and
rod. VGWO&C ALR

87 - GERMAN PROPAGANDA MAGAZINES
Three WWII, circa 1940’s, German Signal magazines produced by the Wehrmacht with colour and B&W photos plus
one edition of Die Wehrmacht magazine, a German newspaper from 1940 & British periodacle, The War Illustrated. FC
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76 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
British Military 577/450 cal single shot rifle, 33 1/4” barrel
with original sights, ordnance marks and bayonet bar. Right
hand side of the receiver marked with the Royal Cypher ENFIELD 1887 IV & I. There are also some Eastern Acrylic
markings on the triggerguard and stock (possibly Nepalese).
Metalwork with dark overall patina. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
77 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
British/NZ Military Martini Enfield MKI single shot rifle,
30 1/2” 303 cal barrel. The top of the action NZ marked.
The left hand side of the receiver marked with Royal Cypher ENFIELD 1895 ME 303 I and the right hand side with
Cyper ENFIELD 1879 III II I and a crossed 3, also has sold
out of service marks. Metalwork with dark patina and some
areas of pitting around the barrel to wood fit as well as the
action. GC original woodwork complete with swivels.
F-GWO&C ALR

88 - WWII GERMAN TORNISTER
Original M 1934 back pack. Green canvas with leather piping and straps with alloy fittings. Version without hide flap,
marked SACHS & DEISSELBERG HAMBURG 1940. GC
89 - GERMAN ‘BREAD BAG’
Canvas WWII German equipment bag, leather attachments
to alloy D rings without strap. Appears to be a faint makers
mark on the inside. VGC
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90 - GERMAN WATER BOTTLE
WWII German water bottle. Aluminium construction with
Bakelite lid and cup, dark grey/brown felt liner and leather
strap marked WAL 43. One of the straps is broken at the
base otherwise VGC
91 - GERMAN COOKING POT
WWII Model 31 Kochgeschirr cooking tin. Most overall
matte black paint finish and aluminium construction marked
HRE 44 and with leather strap. VGC
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78 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
Pattern 1876 socket bayonet for the British Military rifle, 21
1/2” triangular blade with ordnance marks and some speckle
staining and most blue on the socket. GC

92 - PAY BOOK
Original WWII Nazi German pay book for infantry division
soldier who faught in Poland, France and Normandy. Brown
in colour with Army Eagle and marked Sodbuch. GC
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79 - PATTERN 53 SOCKET BAYONET
For the British Military Enfield P1953 percussion rifle, 17”
triangular blade with dark grey patina and marked E over
crown and 30 Socket ring with serial number. GC

93 - GERMAN ARMY BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi Wehrmacht bright aluminium buckle with pebbled background and GOTT MIT UNS motto with eagle
etc. Inside with makers mark DR F & Co. The leather tab
marked Dr FRANKE & Co 1939. The black leather belt is in
ExC and is marked Gobruder Sparfeld 1943. ExC
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80 - LANCASTER BAYONET
Pattern 1853 sword bayonet for the British Military rifle, 23
3/4” pipe back blade with only a few minor areas of staining. GC worn leather grip. Brass guard and hilt without
marks. VGC
81 - MARTINI HENRY SWORD BAYONET
P1887 MK4 bayonet converted from Enfield Martini by addition of a new crossguard, 18” blade, WD marked with half
length fullers. Worn but original chequered grips. GC original brass and leather scabbard. GC
82 - MARTINI HENRY PROJECTILES
Approx. 100 lead cast projectiles for the 577/450 Martini
Henry rifle. GC
83 - ENGRAVED K98 BAYONET
WWII Nazi German engraved parade bayonet, 9 3/4” blade
etched on both sides. One side etched with Eagle & Swastika with tanks and marked AA 13. Also marked with makers
logo P S on top of a triangle with a sword in between, the
otherside is also with German Eagles and motto Fur Erinnerung an meine Dienstzert and with floral pattern. ExC stag
horn handles and complete with blued steel scabbard. ExC

84 - GERMAN GOLD CROSS
Nazi German cloth version of the Deutche Gold Cross.
Green felt background with grey cross with silver thread
and border, also on the edge of the Swastika which is on top
of ivory silk that shows nice age. Red borders to the edges
of the Gold Wreath marked 1941 and with paper backing.
Measures approx. 73x70mm. VGC

94 - SS BELT BUCKLE
Nazi German SS nickel plated parade buckle. Shows wear
to the edges and corrosion to the back. Without makers
marks. GC
76

95 - PRUSSIAN SIGNAL TROOPS BUCKLE
A seldom seen WWI German Telegraphtruppen steel belt
buckle. Measures 45x105mm, with Prussia Crown etc. and
two lugs at either end. VGC

77
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96 - VALMET RIFLE
A high quality Finish M76 .223 cal semi auto rifle, 17”
barrel with flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver fitted
with its original adjustable sights and marked VALMET etc.
Metalwork retains all its original factory finish. ExC original wooden butt stock with synthetic pistol grip and forend.
Includes its 30 shot magazine, spare 15 shot magazine, replacement factory dust cover with integral scope mount and
rings and a spare brand new original butt plate. This is the
nicest and most complete example we have encountered and
is in as new ExWO&C ELR

5
97 - BUSHMASTER AR15
US made .223 cal semi auto AR15 type .223 cal rifle, 16
1/2” barrel with 1/2x28 thread for flash hider or silencer.
Flat top receiver with Picatiney rail and forward assist. The
lower marked Bushmaster XM15. Hogue pistol grip and A2
style butt stock. Midwest industries metal forend with multi
rails. In like new ExWO&C ALR

111 - COLT COMMANDER PISTOL
MKIV series 80 light weight commander semi automatic
pistol, 4 1/4” .45 acp cal barrel. Slide fitted with factory
fixed sights. Metalwork has near all original blued finish on
the slide and blackened alloy frame. ExC original Colt logo
rubber grips. Includes original box with spare magazine. In
like new ExWO&C B/CLR

111
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98 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military SLR rifle, 25” .308 cal barrel with original flash
hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver is marked AD64
etc (Lithgow 1964) with ordnance marks. Fitted with its
correct Military issue Trilux sight. Metalwork retains near
all its original parkerised finish. VGC original woodwork
complete with sling and 20R magazine. One of the better
examples we have seen and still retaining original finish.
ExWO&C

112 - STAR MB PISTOL
Spanish 9mm cal semi auto pistol styled on the 1911 Officers Model, 3 3/4” barrel, the slide with fixed sights and
marked with star address. Steel slide and alloy frame with
most original finish thinning to the edges. GC original
wooden grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

112

113 - ANCHUTZ .22 RIFLE
German model 1415-1416 .22lr bolt action .22lr rifle, 22
1/2” barrel with original sights. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue, ExC original chequered woodwork
complete with swivels. This gun is in like new ExWO&C
ALR

99 - M14 RIFLE
Semi automatic 308 cal M14 rifle, 21” barrel plus original
flash hider and bayonet lug and original sights. The only
marking on the gun is M14 and a serial number. This rifle is
one of a batch imported by Small Arms International in the
early ninties and were originally in full automatic configuration and modified to semi auto. While unsure of the origin
it is believed they are not Chinese. The receiver with scope
mount and 3-9x50 illuminated scope plus 20R magazine.
ExC original brown synthetic stock with sling and aftermarket ‘tie on’ cheek piece. ExWO&C ELR

114 - BRNO MODEL 2
A nice early circa 1972 Czech .22lr bolt action rifle, 25” barrel with original sights. The receiver fitted with Bushnell telescopic sight. Metalwork retains most original blue finish.
VGC original woodwork with QD swivel studs. Includes a
5 & a 10 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

98
113

100 - VALMET 30 SHOT MAGAZINE
30R steel magazine for the M76 .223 rifle. ExC
101 - VALMET 15 SHOT MAGAZINE
15R Steel magazine for the M76 .223 cal rifle. ExC
114

102 - SLR MAGAZINE
20R Magazine for the L1A1, near all black paint finish.
VGC

116 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
US .22lr semi auto rifle, 17 1/2” barrel with original sights.
Receiver fitted with 4 power scope. Metalwork retains near
all original blue finish ExC original wooden stock. Includes
its 10 shot rotary magazine. ExWO&C ALR

103 - SLR MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC
104 - TRILUX SCOPE & MOUNT
Original Military issue scope and mount for the NZ Military L1A1 rifle. The tritium has expired as on all of these
otherwise VGC

99

115

117 - COLT BOOK
Colt Firearms from 1836 by Serven. Updated 7th Edition,
hard cover, large format, 398 pages and B&W photos. Covers all firearms in great detail up to the late 1960’s. An important reference book for the collector. ExC

105 - B.A.R MAGAZINES
Two 20R magazines for the M1918 .30 cal automatic rifle.
One in original wrapper the other not. ExC

118 - FIREARMS BOOK
Complete Illustrated Encyclopidia of the Worlds Firearms
by Hogg. Large format, hard cover, 320 pages, B&W photos. VGC

106 - B.A.R MAGAZINES
Similar to previous lot except the one in the packet is missing part of the paper. ExC

116

107 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
30R .45 acp cal magazine for the 1928/M1. Near all original
blue finish marked Seymour. ExC
108 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot but marked Crosby. VGC
109 - COLT OFFICERS MODEL PISTOL
MKIV series 80 semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” .45 acp cal
barrel. Stainless steel frame and slide with original fixed
sights and only a few minor scratches. Fitted with custom
deluxe wooden grips. Includes its original box. ExWO&C
CLR

104

119 - HANDGUN BOOK
Illustrated Encyclopidia of Handguns by Zhuk. Hard cover,
large format, 304 pages with B&W illustrations. Excellent
reference for identifying thousands of different guns. VGC
120 - WALTHER PP GRIPS
Original black plastic grips, chequered with the banner logo.
VGC
121 - TOKAREV MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the Com block 7.62 cal Tokarev type 33
pistol, both with staple base plates and near all blue. ExC
122 - REPRO REMINGTON ARMY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Remington M1858 Army percussion revolver, 8” octagonal .44 cal barrel. Metalwork retains
all bright blue and ExC walnut grip. This gun is in as unfired
original condition and includes its original box. ExWO&C
B/CLR

109

110 - COLT OFFICERS DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL
A rare Colt compact double action semi auto pistol, 3 1/2”
.45 acp cal barrel, stainless steel slide with fixed sights and
Colt markings etc. Metalwork without scratches. Original
black plastic Colt logo grips and includes its original box in
like new ExWO&C CLR
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

115 - WINCHESTER 94 LEVER ACTION
Circa 1982 Winchester model 9422M XTR lever action rifle, 20” .22 magnum cal barrel with original sight and full
length magazine and marked with Winchester address etc.
Receiver grooved for scope and the hammer fitted with
original spur. Metalwork retains all original bright blue.
ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock. This gun is in like new
ExWO&C ALR

122
110

6
123 - REPRODUCTION WALKER REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt Walker percussion revolver,
9” .44 cal round to octagonal barrel with original foresight.
The cylinder with rolled scene. Metalwork retains all bright
blue and case colours. ExC walnut grips. This gun is in unfired original condition and includes its box. ExWO&C B/
CLR
124 - REPRO LONDON NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt 1851 London Navy percussion revolver, 7 1/2” octagonal barrel, 6 shot cylinder with
Naval scene. Metalwork retains all bright blue and case colours. Steel triggerguard and back strap. ExC walnut grips.
This gun is in unfired original condition and includes its
box. ExWO&C B/CLR

134 - PINEAPLE GRENADE
Inert US MKII fragmentation grenade. Most overall green
paint finish. No base plug. GC

123

134

125

136 - US POCKET KNIFE
Keen Kutter brand US made version of a WWI British
pattern pocket knife, 4” blade with Keen Kutter logo, can
opener and marlin spike (12cm when closed) Worn original
grips with bronze stable. Metalwork has dark patina otherwise GC

126
138

137 - BRITISH MILITARY POCKET KNIFE
WWII two bladed pocket knife. Broad arrow mark as well
as SSP 1.44 9cm when closed. Black Bakelite handles with
staple. Staining to the blade otherwise GC

125 - REPRO COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt 1849 Pocket percussion 5
shot revolver, 4” .31 cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue and case colours, some slight
staining to the brass which would polish out. ExC original
walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

136

139 - WWII MACHETTE
US made and marked LEGITMUS COLLINS 1940, 19 1/4”
overall length, black Bakelite handle with four rivets and a
small chip to one side. Blade has dark patina. Were also issued to NZ forces in the Pacific. GC
140 - M1 GARAND SCABBARD
Original WWII US leather scabbard for the M1 rifle. Marked
US MILWAUKE SADDLERY Co. 1942 VGC

127

141 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
M1943 short rifle, 23 1/2” barrel with original sights, muzzle protector and bayonet lug. The chamber is stamped 7.92
but also marked 8x57 IS and has makers mark FABRICA
DE ARMAS LA CORUNA 1956. Metalwork is in ExC with
near all bright blue and no staining to the white metal parts.
ExC original semi pistol grip stock complete with sling. One
of the best examples we have seen. ExWO&C ALR

128

128 - REPRODUCTION PATTER 1858 RIFLE
A good quality English made Parker Hale reproduction of a
P1858 Naval percussion rifle, 33” .577 cal barrel with bayonet bar and sights. The lockplate marked with Royal Cypher
and ENFIELD 1858. Metalwork retains near all bright blue
on the barrel and case colours to the action and hammer.
VGC woodwork with brass furniture and apperture sight to
the wrist. Some scratching to the clear coat on the wood.
Complete with ram rod. GWO&C ALR

141

142

129 - REPRODUTION KENTUCKY RIFLE
Italian Pedersoli remake of a Flintlock Kentucky rifle, 35
1/2” .50 cal octagonal barrel with iron sights. Metalwork
has near all blue to the barrel with some staining around
the flash hole and most case colour on the lock plate and
cock. VGC full length wooden stock with brass furniture
and patch box. VGWO&C ALR
130 - REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION FOWLER
Italian Pedersoli side by side 12 bore percussion muzzle
loading shotgun, 28 3/4” blued barrels and case coloured
lock plates. Metalwork with most overall finish. GC chequered woodstock complete with ram rod GWO&C ALR

138 - US 1910 BOLO SCABBARD
A scarce original scabbard for a WWI US Military Bolo
M190 Knife MKI type. Olive drab canvas over wooden
body with blackened brass throut without latch. The leather
tip marked A-K-Co 1918 R.H.S VGC

135

126 - REPRODUCTION HENRY RIFLE
A high quality Italian Uberti Henry lever action rifle, 24”
octagonal 44-40 cal barrel with iron sights. The barrel hammer and lever has a special order ‘in the white’ finish while
the receiver is brass. Metalwork is in ExC with a couple of
finger mark stains to the barrel and magazine. ExC walnut
butt stock with brass butt plate. ExWO&C ALR
127 - REPRODUCTION SHARPS RIFLE
An Italian Pedersoli Model 1863 falling block breech loading percussion sporting rifle, 32” .54 cal octagonal barrel
with original sights. The action with double set triggers
and apperture sight fitted to the tang. Metalwork has bright
case colours to the action and hammer and near all original
brown finish to the barrel. ExC chequered wooden sporting
1/2 stock. ExWO&C ALR

135 - MILLS GRENADE
Inert 36M British Miltary handgrenade. Complete with NZ
marked gas check but missing puller plug otherwise VGC

143 - NO4 SNIPER RIFLE
A WWII British/NZ Military SMLE Sniper rifle, 25” 303
cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. The left
hand side of the receiver is marked with electric pencil No4
MKI* and with a serif font T stamp above the ejector screw
(Holland & Holland examiner’s mark) The receiver has 6
holes present for the No32 scope and rings which has been
removed (most likely when the rifle has been converted for
drill purpose) The wrist is correctly marked M47C 1943 DP
NZ .67 1805. There is also the D6E examiners mark (after
sniper completion) on the left hand side of the bolt way. The
rear battle sight has been refitted and bolt is mismatched.
Metalwork has most overall finish. The original woodwork
has had the cheek piece removed and marked for DP but has
the correct serial number on the fore wood as well as Hollands S51 code and scope serial number on the butt stock.
Original sniper rifles are very rare in any condition and this
would be ideal for restoration. GWO&C ALR

143

130
129

131 - WWII GERMAN FLARE GUN
Walther 2.7 cm LeuP (M28) flare pistol, 6” round/octagonal
barrel with waffen amts which are also on the frame. Dated
1940 and marked with the Walther logo and Zella-Mehlis
address. Metalwork has thinning original finish, GC bakelite
grips complete with lanyard ring. The action fails to cock
but otherwise GWO&C NLR
132 - FLARE GUN PARTS
Assorted parts (at least 25) including brass frame. NZ
marked, barrel, trigger guard, grips, lanyard rings, screws
and latches. GC
133 - BRITISH FLARE GUN HOLSTER
WWII leather holster to suit the 1917 pattern flare gun. The
rear marked BHG 1942. GC

144

131

142 - VZ 33 CARBINE
Czech made model 33 Mauser bolt action Military rifle, 20
1/2” 7.92mm cal barrel with original sights & bayonet lug.
Chamber with markings peened out. Metalwork with most
overall blue finish. GC woodwork with owners brass name
tag inserted into one side of the stock. VGWO&C ALR

144 - SMLE .22 TRAINING RIFLE
Scarce British/NZ Military No2 MK IV*.22RF cal training rifle built from No3 rifle, 25” barrel with correct sights
and bayonet lug. Left hand side of the wrist is NZ marked
with crown over Enfield 1910 SHT LE III. The other side
fitted with apperture sight but marked underneath SHT 22
IV* NZ. The bolt is marked 22 No2. Metalwork has most
overall finish and the woodwork has been well refinished at
some point. GWO&C ALR

7
145 - SWISS K31 CARBINE
A Swiss Military straight pull bolt action carbine, 25”
7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and Swiss Cross inside shield on the chamber. Metalwork has most thinning
original finish. GC original woodwork with handling dings
and complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

157 - ROYAL AUTOMATIC PISTOL
A very scarce Spanish Royal automatic pistol. Based on
the C96 Mauser pistol and capable of selective fire. This
pistol forced Mauser to produce the Schellfeuer pistol, 5
1/2” 7.63mm cal barrel with original sights. The receiver is
marked ‘ROYAL PATENT’ and the other side with selector
marked MF and Normal. Integral 10 shot magazine. Metalwork has thinning original finish with some mild pin pricking and loss of finish to the edges. The upper and lower parts
are mismatched. The original grip is worn but complete. An
important gun for the handgun or SMG collector and condition is above average when encountered. GWO&C CLR

157

146 - SWISS G11 RIFLE
Swiss Military straight pull bolt action rifle, 30 3/4”
7.5x55cal barrel with original sights. Metalwork with most
overall original finish thinning on the back of the receiver.
VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

145

147 - SWISS K31 PARTS
Bag containing approx. 8 new parts for the Schmidt Rueben
rifle. Includes extractor, bolt head and insert, firing pin trigger and springs. ExC
148 - SWISS K31 PARTS
Same as previous lot. ExC
149 - SWISS M1918 BAYONET
To fit the Swiss G11 & K31 rifles plus the Swiss S.M.G’s,
11 3/4” blade marked NE UHAUSEN SIG. Wooden grips
with steel rivets, some staining to the pommel and guard,
complete with scabbard and frog. VGC
150 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET
Sword bayonet for the SMLE rifle, 17” blade with ordnance
marks and stained patina. Cleaning hole in pommel. Includes leather scabbard with external steel chape and canvas frog. FC
151 - TURKISH BAYONET
For the model 1890 Mauser rifle, 18” blade with Turkish
markings and dark patina. GC wooden grips. GC

149

159 - WWI LUGER PO8 PISTOL
4” 9mm Barrel, the chamber dated 1917. The toggle marked
DWM and right hand side with imperial proofs. Some minor pin pricking to the frame above the grip. Metalwork has
near all re blue including the small parts which are usually
straw. External numbers except mag (which is correct type)
are matching. GC original wooden grips with a mark to one
side. GWO&C B/CLR

158

160 - WEBLEY MK VI REVOLVER
British Military WWI period double action .455 cal revolver, 6” octagonal barrel with ordnance marks on the top strap.
Metalwork with thin original finish and dark patina. VGC
original hard rubber grips and complete with lanyard ring.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR

159

152 - SPANISH MAUSER BAYONET
Model 1893 sword bayonet to suit the Mauser rifle also for
the 1910 Artillery short rifle, 15 1/4” blade with some slight
staining. Chequered wooden grips and includes its steel and
leather scabbard. GC
153 - THAI MAUSER BAYONET
9 3/4” Blade with Thailand markings and grey to dark
patina. GC wooden grips secured by rivets. Includes steel
scabbard. GC

162 - ANTI PARTISAN BADGE
Nazi German Guerilla Warfare badge. Blackened bronze
with concave back and coke bottle pin. Measures approx.
57mmx49mm. GC

152

163 - OAK LEAVES WITH SWORDS
Nazi German silver oak leaves and swords for the Knights
Cross, marked 800 and 21 lieferant number - Gebruder Godet & Co. ExC

154

155 - JAPANESE AMMO POUCH
A rare WWII Arisaka ammo pouch. Late war canvas type
construction with two cell covered with flap. Measures approx. 18x10x10cm. The top has Allied soldiers inscription
- JAP AMMO KIT - To Bill Senior, a souvenir from Vella
Lavella from Bill Junior. Also included is a hand written letter from a US 2nd Lieutenant certifying that the item has no
Military importance to the US Army. Some staining to the
two straps on the side, otherwise VGC
156 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
German Mauser model 712 selective fire automatic pistol, 5 1/4” 7.63mm cal barrel marked WAFFENFABRIK
MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and German proofs. Original
sights graduated to 1000 yards. The frame with Estwinger
type selector and marked with the Mauser banner as well as
Chinese markings which read Made in Germany. The otherside marked with the Mauser address. Metalwork with most
overall re-finish, some pitting above the grip and slight pin
pricking to the barrel and other areas. GC wooden grips and
includes its 20R magazine also marked with the MAUSER
banner. GWO&C CLR

161 - 1939 IRON CROSS BAR
1st Class screw back type with top stud. Marked L22, the
eagle is highly vaulted with burnished hightlights. Measures
approx. 44x29mm. VGC

160

154 - ARISAKA BAYONET
Pre war type 30 Arisaka bayonet to fit the Japanese rifles, 15
1/2” blade with 3/4 length fuller and Nagoya arsenal mark.
Hooked quilion and screws holding the grips, some deterioration to the wood around the screws. Complete with steel
scabbard. VGC

158 - COLT M1927 PISTOL
US Colt made model 1911A1 pistol for the Argentinean
Army, 5” .45 acp cal barrel. The slide with original fixed
sights, left hand side marked EJERCITO ARGENTINO
COLT CAL .45 MOD 1927. Metalwork shows quite a lot
of handling wear with thin to grey patina in areas and some
pinpricking to the top edge of the slide. Worn but original
grips, the slide and frame are mismatched which is common on the these and the condition is better than average.
GWO&C B/CLR

164 - ARMY FLAK AWARD
WWII Nazi Army badge, blackened finish with round pin.
Measures approx. 61x46mm. VGC
165 - GAU ESSEN AWARD
Nazi Gau/Party East Prussian badge. The pin has been repaired and the silver finish is bubbling. Measures approx
46x38mm. F-GC

155

156
161

167

166 - GERMAN PILOTS BADGE
Nazi Luffwaffe Pilots award. Obverse of the Eagle marked
CE JUNCKER BERLIN SW68 and with round pin, blackened silver finish. Measures approx. 54x63mm. VGC
167 - COASTAL DEFENCE BADGE
Nazi Army Coastal award. Gilt washed wreath and eagle.
Coke bottle pin and marked SCHWERIN BERLIN. Measures approx. 54x42mm. VGC
168 - U BOAT AWARD
Nazi Kriegsmarine U Boat award. Brass with gilt wash.
Coke bottle pin and the obverse marked FRANK & REIFF
STUTTGART. Measures approx. 47x38mm. VGC

162

8
169 - REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Swedish Model 1867 rifle, 37 1/2” 12mm centerfire barrel
with original sights and bayonet bar and marked with Carl
Gustaf Ordnance marks. The tang of the action is marked
REMINGTONS ILION NY etc. Metalwork has grey patina.
VGC woodwork with Military number on the left hand side.
Complete with swivels and rod. G-VGWO&C ALR

177 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE
British Military pattern 1853 rifle-musket, 39” .577 cal barrel with original sights and ordnace marked. The lock plate
marked with Royal Cyhper and 1861 TOWER. Metalwork
has grey patina. VGC original woodwork with brass furniture, three steel bands and includes its swivels and rod. GVGWO&C NLR

169
170

170 - ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN
Swedish 16g single shot shotgun, 30” octagonal to round
barrel marked HUSQUARNA and also with their logo, iron
sights, sling swivels and most overall blue finish. GC chequered butt stock and half stock forend. G-VGWO&C ALR
171 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
Rare NZ Military issue Remington Lee bolt action rifle, 24
1/2” .43 Spanish cal barrel with correct sights and marked
NZ broad arrow 87 on the chamber and patent information
on the receiver. Metalwork has grey metal dark patina. GC
woodwork finishing in front of the band and with single
swivel. GWO&C ALR

177

172 - DELISLE CARBINE
A reproduction of the famous silenced WWII .45 carbine.
Built from a Enfield No III* rifle with a fully supressed 16”
.45acp cal barrel with black crackle finish and iron sights.
The receiver modified to accept 1911 magazines. GC 1944
dated butt stock. VGWO&C ALR

174 - MI CARBINE
US WWII .30 MI Carbine, 18” barrel with original sights
and bayonet lug and is marked Buffalo Arms and dated
1943 and with flying bomb. The chamber is marked US
CARBINE CAL .30MI. The receiver is marked QUALITY
HARDWARE and fitted with adjustable sight. Metalwork
has most overall finish. ExC woodwork marked AN on the
left hand side and P under the pistol grip. Complete with olive green sling with oiler and its 15R magazine. VGWO&C
ELR
175 - BRITISH SOLDIER MANNEQUIN
A NZ/British Military complete WWII uniform on a mannequin. It includes the following clothing and equipment.
Battle - dress shirt marked NZD 1944 (SIZE)12
Battle - dress trousers marked NZD 19?? (SIZE) 9
Boots marked Farmers ??? Auckland 1956 9 M
Helmet, steel MK II Raw Edge marked NPZ II 1941
Anklets, possibly Canada manufacture, size 4 dated 1941
Web belt 1937 Pattern dated 1942
Haversack 1937 Pattern dated 1941
Shoulder straps 1937 Pattern dated 1941
Equipment braces 1937 Pattern dated 1943
Basic pouches 1937 Pattern MK3 dated 1943
1907 bayonet and frog, water bottle, carrier dated 1943
Intrenching tool, carrier dated 1943
ExC
176 - BRUNSWICK RIFLE
A scarce antique British Military Brunswick pattern 1847
side action percussion rifle, 30” 2 groove .704 cal round barrel with barley corn foresight and single position rear sight.
Fitted with notched bayonet bar and ordnance marked. The
lock plate with faint Victorian Crown. Metalwork with aged
grey patina and some areas of speckling to the plate. VGC
original woodwork with brass furniture and patch box.
There is a 3cm aged crack near one of the lock screws. Includes original sling swivels and original rod. VGWO&C
NLR
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

179 - GERMAN PERCUSSION PISTOL
Circa 1830-1850’s percussion holster/belt pistol by German
maker Johan Schiel, 8 1/2” octagonal to round barrel with
.61 (16mm) bore. Some engraving to the octagonal section.
The carved lock plate extending into the grip is marked JOHAN SCHIEL. Metalwork with grey patina. GC chequered
woodwork. GWO&C NLR

178

173 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military No5 MKI .303 cal bolt action rifle, 20 1/2”
barrel including the flash hider and with original sights and
bayonet lug. The receiver marked No5 MKI ROF (F) 6/46.
Metalwork with near all typical black paint type finish,
VGC original woodwork complete with its webbing sling.
VGWO&C ALR

178 - SEA SERVICE PISTOL
Antique British Military Flintlock Long Sea Service Pistol
circa 1800, 12” approx. .57 cal steel barrel with ordnance
marks Crown/GR/Arrow also Crown/??/x and the pan side
of the barrel marked Crown/12. The lock plate is also ordnance marked and with partial borderline engraving and
marked TOWER and Crown/GR. The lock is incomplete
and is missing the hammer, frizzen and some screws. Metalwork has nice grey to aged patina without pitting. The
original woodwork with brass furniture and acorn fiinial is
missing the lock backing plate and belt hook and has some
aged chips and cracks. The ram rod is broken at the tip and
missing the end. This pistol is ideal for the restorer as examples of Sea Service Pistols are increasingly harder to find.
The vendor purchased this gun from an auction sale held at
the tower of London in the late 1960’s. FC NLR

179

180 - DAW PERCUSSION REVOLVER
A rare and seldom offered for sale antique Daws model double action 5 shot percussion revolver, circa 1850’s, 6 1/4”
.54 bore barrel marked GEORGE H DAW, 57 THREAD
NEEDLE ST LONDON PATENT NO 1557 as well as London proof marks which are also on the cylinder. Metalwork
has grey metal patina on the barrel where the original charcoal blue has flaked, but has large sections of blue on the
frame and recoil shield. The action is strong and the original
one piece grip shows wear but is in VGC. GWO&C NLR

171

172

181 - WEBLEY NO4 REVOLVER
A very nice quality Webley-Pryse No4 double action revolver, circa late 1870’s, 5 1/2” octagonal barrel in the large .476
cal and marked Webley’ No4 476CF and the arrow logo as
well as the retailers name ARMY & NAVY C.S.L on the top
strap indicating this as most likely a British Officers private
purchase revolver. The frame is marked with the flying bullet logo. Metalwork retains most of its original bright charcoal blue which is thinning towards the muzzle and on the
cylinder. ExC one piece chequered walnut grip and the action is strong. Contained in its original blue baize oak lined
box with cleaning rod and screw driver. VGWO&C B/CLR

173

180

182 - FRENCH DOUBLE FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of French 18th Century double barrel flintlock carriage pistols, 5 1/2” barrels with etched dumascus twist barrels. The lock plates are of early Banana shape as are the
matching hammers. Metalwork has grey original patina and
brass furniture with borderline engraving and skull crusher
type butt caps. GC original woodwork with French style relief carving with floral motif and aged patina and repairs.
GWO&C NLR

176

181
182

183

183 - BLUNDERBUSS BY NORTH
An early 19th Century Naval/coaching Blunderbuss by
George North of Winchester Hampshire, 14” octagonal to
round brass barrel with cannon turns and original foresight.
The barrel is marked with London proofs and WINCHESTER underneath the flick bayonet. The lock plate is borderline engraved and marked NORTH. VGC chequered walnut
stock with brass furniture extending in to Pineaple and speer
point finials with floral engraving to the triggerguard and
includes its ebony tipped ram rod. The action is slightly at
fault and fails to hold back in the cocked postition but has
tension, otherwise VGC NLR

9
184 - MONKEY TAIL RIFLE
A rare British Military/volunteer Westley Richards capping
breech loading Monkey Tail rifle, 31” .450 cal barrel with
original sights and marked WHITWORTH PATENT (for the
rifling) The breech tail and lock plate marked Westley Richards Patent and 1864 date. Metalwork with dark original
blue. Excellent original woodwork with brass trigger guard
and original swivels and complete with cleaning rod making
this a very nice example. VGWO&C NLR
185 - THOMPSON 1921 S.M.G & FBI CARRY CASE
An original 1921 model of the first 45cal Thompson submachine gun, made in 1921 by Colt Patent Firearms for
the Auto-ordnance company and sold by Auto Ord., on 3rd
June 1921 to George G Rorke, the straw man for the IRA.
Discovered in 1921 on board the steamer “East Side” in
Hoboken, New Jersey, being smuggled to Ireland. Disappeared from the light of day until 1942 when discovered by
the Gardai in a cache of IRA Thompsons in County Mayo
Ireland. This is a first model 3 digit serial number (993)
“Irish Sword” with the serial number “struck off” by the
IRA smugglers in 1921. (See Tracie Hill’s American Legend page 55 & 402). Receiver stamped Colt Patent firearms
with” AUTO-ORD-CORP” logo on receiver top rather than
the “Thompson” logo later used on all subsequent Thompsons. This gun is as rare as they get with unique and indisputable provenance. Metalwork in excellent condition considering its age ( 92 years) with very good woodwork with
few dings. Complete with original (correct) 1920 patent date
20 round magazine and original nickel plated oil bottle and
felt washer in the stock, contained in an original FBI style
carry case for the 1921 and / or 1927 Thompson. The case
manufactured around 1928-1930 by the Swetnam company
of Kansas City, Missouri. Opens diagonally to display the
gun and it accoutrements in dedicated compartments for the
gun, the stock, and complete with a 50 round “L” drum
commonly known as a” no number” Colt Navy drum for the
1921 and 1928 Navy Thompson. Drum has original correct
nickel plated rotor and has a small dent and scratch on rear
otherwise in excellent working condition; all together with
a set of 4 original patent date 20 round magazines made
for the 1921 Thompson sub-machine gun. Three are “correct” patent date mags and one is the infamous “incorrect”
patent date mag. (See Tracie Hill American legend page
343.) These magazines are now extremely rare. In excellent
original condition with no rust marks or dings - you won’t
find better anywhere in the world. Also included is a rare
original brass 1921 cleaning rod and a spare parts tin box for
the 1921 and 1927 Navy Thompson, containing prescribed
spare parts such as firing pin, hammer, springs, extractor,
bore brush, breech brush etc, the tin is an exact replica parts
tin of which only a limited few were produced. Original
spare parts kit tins are impossible to find in the USA and
are exceedingly expensive. The FBI carry case is in black
leatherette covering with black velour lining. Some wear on
lining around magazine compartments but in excellent condition considering its 85 years of age. All hinges and locks
in good original nickel plating and all work perfectly but
sadly no key after 85 years. Complete with original 1923
Auto Ordnance instruction book. This is the most complete
of these exceedingly rare 1921 Thompson we have ever had
for sale and a once in a lifetime opportunity for the discerning collector. ExWO&C CLR est. $30,000 - $40,000

189 - GUN PARTS
A mystery bag of assorted firearm small parts. Weight approx. 1kg. GC
190 - GUN PARTS
Similar to previous lot. GC

184

199

192 - RELOADING DIES
Hornady brand 30.30 2 die set in original box. Lee 38 special/.357 three die set in no box, plus a Lee hand loader for
.222 in its box. FC

186 - TWO TASCO SCOPES
4-16 Power with parallax adjustment and the other 2-7x32.
GC
187 - MAN AT ARMS MAGAZINES
12 Magazines from 1990 and 1991 of the US NRA Journal
for the arms collector. VGC
188 - GUN REPORT MAGAZINES
A complete set for 1975 (12) US Gun Collectors magazines.
GC

193 - RELOADING DIES
A Lee 2 die set of 32.20 dies. A Hornady 2 die set of 25.20
dies. RCBS brand 44 magnum set missing the crimping die,
plus 7 over loose dies. FC

200

194 - ASSORTED BRASS CASES
Approx. 490 fired .223 cases, plus 150 45 long Colt cases
and 30.270 cases. FC
195 - 12G BRASS CASES
50 Brass 12g CBC brand empty cases in original packets.
ExC
196 - BERDAN DECAPPING TOOL ETC
RCBS brand Berdan primer decapping tool, plus 300 No69
primers. GC
197 - VIETNAM HELMET
A US pattern most likely NZ issue Vietnam period steel helmet. GC
198 - TWO GAS MASKS
One Nato type in bag marked M7A1 and the other East German. GC
199 - BSA SPORTSMAN 15 RIFLE
Bolt action .22lr rifle, 25 1/2” barrel with iron sights and
tube magazine. Metalwork with most thinning original blue.
VGC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
200 - BSA SPORTSMAN 5 RIFLE
Bolt action .22lr rifle, 25 1/2” barrel threaded for silencer
and with sights. Metalwork has grey patina with patches of
mild pitting. GC woodwork with 5 shot magazine. FWO&C
ALR

185

201 - VICKERS .22 RIFLE
Single shot Martini action rifle, 24” barrel with sights and
thin original blue. VGC woodwork, does not have the rear
apperture sight fitted. GWO&C ALR
201
202

***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***

191 - ASSORTED RELOADING EQUIPMENT
A Hornady balance powder scale. A powder thower of unknown brand. Several plastic ammunition cases and loading
tray plus the following brass fired cases - 70x .270, 50x 2803000, 30x 7mm 08 and 20x 30.30. FC

203

202 - FN .22 RIFLE
Belgian FN pump action .22 short cal rifle, 21” round barrel
with Herstal address and 3/4 mag tube. Metalwork with near
all bright blue finish and take down receiver. VGC woodwork. VG-ExWO&C ALR
203 - 06 WINCHESTER RIFLE
US .22lr pump action rifle, 20” round barrel with iron sights
and tube magazine. Metalwork with thin original blue and
some small areas of speckling, GC woodwork. GWO&C
ALR
204 - 06 WINCHESTER RIFLE
US .22lr pump action rifle, 20” round barrel with iron sights
and tube magazine. Metalwork with grey to dark stained
patina with areas of pitting. Woodwork with some dings and
chips. FWO&C ALR

10
205 - ANSCHUTZ .22 RIFLE
Single shot bolt action .22lr rifle, 22” barrel with sights,
the receiver grooved for scope. Metalwork with near all
blue. GC woodwork with some scratches to the varnish.
VGWO&C ALR
206 - MOSSBERG .22 RIFLE
New Haven model semi auto, 18 1/4” barrel threaded for
silencer and with sights. Receiver grooved for scope and
metalwork with near all blue. VGC woodwork and includes
10 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

223 - WEBLEY AIR RIFLE
Late model Turkish made Webley & Scott Dominator under leaver cocking .177 cal air rifle with original sights and
fitted with 4x32 Air King scope. New all blued finish and
VGC woodwork with a few scratches. VGWO&C NLR

225

224 - WEIHRAUCH AIR RIFLE
German HW35 .177 break barrel air rifle. Metalwork with
near all blue. VGC woodwork missing the foresight otherwise GWO&C NLR

205

207 - 303 AMMO
A 70R cylinder of ex British/NZ Military 303 FMJ ammo.
GC

226

208 - 303 AMMO
Similar to previous lot but with 37R of Tracer in original
Military box. GC ALR

226 - PAIR OF EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of antique Middle Eastern decorator pistol, 6 3/4”
barrels with etched design. The actions are at fault. GC
woodwork with steel masks and wire inlay. GC NLR

209 - 308 AMMO
140R of surplus Military 308 ammo in 20R packets, pressumed corrosive. GC ALR
210 - 8MM MAUSER & 7.62X54R AMMO
34R 8mm Mauser Military surplus FMJ, plus 60R 7.62x54R
Military surplus FMJ. GC ALR

227

206
228

211 - 308 F4 AMMO
100R of Australian surplus Military target F4-7.62x51
ammo, circa 1980’s in original packets. GC ALR
212 - 308 F4 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

229

213 - 7.62 ARMOUR PIERCING & TRACER AMMO
40R of ex Military 7.62x51 cal Armour piercing rounds and
20R of tracer, all in 5R charges. Some corrosion to some of
the cases. GC ALR
230

214 - CASE OF 303 AMMO
750R of 303 ball MK7 ammo. Contained in two 375R cylinder in its unopened wooden crate. VGC ALR
215 - 5.45X39 AMMO
180R of surplus Military 5.45x39 ammo for the AK74 rifle.
VGC ALR

231

216 - 5.45X39 AMMO
Same as previous lot. VGC ALR
217 - 44 MAGNUM AMMO
100R of PMC brand 240g S.H.P in original boxes. GC ALR

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

229 - DOUBLE BARREL PINFIRE PISTOL
Antique side by side pinfire revolver circa late 1800’s, 4
3/4” 11mm octagonal barrels. One of the triggers is broken
and the action is at fault. Metalwork with areas of pitting.
One of the grips is broken. PWO&C NLR
230 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt 1851 Navy model revolver, 7
1/2” .36 cal octagonal barrel, the 6 shot cylinder with rolled
Naval scene. Metalwork retains near all original blue and
case colours, brass trigger guard and back strap. VGC walnut grip. ExWO&C B/CLR

233 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian made Navy Arms Co short barreled Percussion Navy
revolver, 4 3/4” .44 cal barrel and brass frame. Metalwork
with pitting to the barrel and cylinder in some areas. GC
wooden grips. FWO&C NLR

222

221 - DIANA M52 AIR RIFLE
Good quality German side cocking .177 cal air rifle with
iron sights plus a 4x32 power telescopic sight. Metalwork
with near all blue and ExC woodwork. ExC NLR
222 - DIANA M50 AIR RIFLE
A high quality and collectable early German Diana M50
.177 under leaver cocking air rifle. Metalwork with near all
original blue and with target sights. ExC chequered woodwork. ExWO&C NLR

228 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique circa late 1800’s Lefaucheux type pinfire double
action revolver, 3 1/4” 7mm cal. Action is strong and the
cylinder and frame has scroll engraving and folding trigger. Metalwork with thin original blue finish. The original
carved hard rubber grips with a small chip missing on both
sides at the base. VG-ExWO&C NLR

232 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Pietta brand remake of a Colt 1851 Navy percussion
revolver, 7 1/4” octagonal .44 cal barrel. Metalwork with
most blue & some speckling also on the case coloured frame
with brass furniture, GC woodwork. GWO&C B/CLR

234

219 - 50 CAL AMMO
5R of Military 50 BMG in link. GC ALR

227 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A decorative Middle Eastern tourist trade Flintlock pistol,
8 1/4” barrel with captive ram rod attachment (without the
rod). Metalwork with aged patina. GC woodwork with inlayed pattern and brass furniture. GC NLR

231 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian Uberti Model 1860 Army Percussion revolver, 7 1/2”
.44 cal barrel, near all blue to the barrel and trigger guard
and bright case colours on the frame. VGC walnut grips.
VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

221

218 - .380ACP AMMO
280R of 9mm Kurz/.380 ammo, 200 PMC brand 90g JHP,
50x Federal, 90g JHP and 30x Armscorp 95g FMJ all in
original boxes. GC ALR

220 - .223 BLANK
Approx. 60 .223 blanks in linked belt. GC ALR

225 - LARGE EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A decorative Eastern Flintlock pistol in the style of a British
Sea Service pistol, 10” barrel with dark patina and captive
ramrod. Engraved action which fails to hold on cocked postition. GC woodwork with brass furniture. GC NLR

235

234 - FINISH MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
A Finish WWII period M91/30 bolt action rifle, 28”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Marked with VKT Finish state rifle factory arsenal mark and
SA Finish property mark as well as Army property mark and
dated 42. Metalwork has most thinning original finish. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C CLR
235 - NAGANT CARBINE
Polish model 1944 carbine, 22” 7.62x54R cal barrel with
original sights & side mounted bayonet. Polish arsenal mark
& 1953 date. Metalwork with near all original blue ExC
woodwork complete with sling, in near new ExWO&C

11
236 - CARCANO CARBINE
Italian WWII period M91 carbine, 18 1/2” 6.5 carcano
cal barrel with original fixed sights and folding bayonet.
Metalwork with near all blue and a minor area of pinpricking on the chamber. VG woodwork complete with sling.
VGWO&C ALR

244 - 1911A1 HOLSTER
US WWII pattern 1916 leather holster for the Colt pistol.
Front flap embossed US and the rear marked ENGERKRESS. Shows slight wear and includes lanyard cord. ExC
236

237 - NO 3 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
Australian Military WWII period SMLE, 25” 303 cal barrel
with correct sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked MA
LITHGOW SMLE III 1940. Metalwork with most overall
finish. GC woodwork with some dings and a chip missing
near the chamber, arsenal mark and dated 1940. Complete
with sling. GWO&C ALR
238 - SMLE NO3 RANGE RIFLE
An Australian Military bolt action .303 cal range rifle,
25” barrel with original foresight but rear sight removed,
the woodwork is cut away in front of the sight wings and
marked BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO LTD ENGLAND HEAVY 303 TARGET BARREL. The wrist of the
gun is marked LITHGOW SMLE III * 1942 and fitted with
Parker Hale sight. Metalwork with near all finish. ExC
woodwork with clear stock marks and complete with webbing sling. ExWO&C ALR

246 - P38 HARD SHELL HOLSTER
A very scarce hard shell holster for the German 9mm pistol.
Black leather construction with metal strap guide. The rear
of the holster is marked C.POSE WEHRAUSRUSTUUGEN 1940, then with waffen amt WaA100. The leather and
stitching are in ExC and would suit a nice early P38. With
only a short production and the first year of production
makes this a very desirable holster. ExC

240
237

246

238
250

241 - SAUER 38H PISTOL
WWII Nazi German circa early 1940’s Sauer & Sohn model
38H semi auto pistol, 3 1/4” .32 cal barrel. The slide with
fixed sights and marked J.P SAUER & SOHN SOHL CAL
7.65 and patent on the other side. The right hand side of the
frame is marked with the Nazi nitro proof under the serial
number. The left hand side of the trigger guard is correctly
marked waffen amt 37. Metalwork has nearly all of its original war time blue finish and the machining is typical of this
period with a lot of tooling marks still present on the gun.
ExC black plastic original grips and magazine also with
logo. ExWO&C CLR
242 - ROMANIAN BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Seldom seen WWII Romanian contract Beretta M34 semi
auto pistol, 3 1/4” .380 cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights
and marked Beretta cal 9 SCURT (instead of corto) and dated 41. There is also a contract mark at the rear of the right
hand side of the frame. Metalwork has most original bright
blue. VGC original PB logo grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR
243 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Italian WWII period model 1934 semi automatic pistol, 3
1/4” .32 cal barrel. Slide marked Bertta 1941 etc. Metalwork
has most blue thinning on the edges and is quite speckled
with pitting on the right hand side. VGC original grips.
FWO&C CLR

247 - P38 BREAKAWAY HOLSTER
WWII German 1st Army model black leather holster for the
P38 pistol. Some scuffing of the leather reveals the natural
colour underneath. The rear is stamped with makers code dkk44 with waffen amt and also the large P38. GC
248 - P38 MAGAZINE
WWII Nazi German original P38 9mm pistol magazine.
Metalwork retains most original blued finish. Left hand
side marked P38 and the rear with twin 359 waffen amts
for Walther. VGC

239 - REMINGTON RAND 1911A1 PISTOL
WWII circa 1944 US Military Model 1911A1 semi automatic pistol, 5” .45 acp cal barrel. The slide with original
sights and marked REMINGTON RAND INC SYRACUSE
N.Y U.S.A on the left hand side. The frame marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY M1911A1 US ARMY as well
as arsenal and inspection marks. Metalwork with near all
parkerised finish fitted with correct brown plastic chequered
grips and Military contract magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
240 - WWII HI POWER PISTOL
An excellent example of a British Military late war Hi Power pistol, 4 3/4” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with fixed sights
and marked No2 MKI* BROWNING FN 9mm HP INGLIS
CANADA. Metalwork retains near all original black parkerised finish and also marked with Canadian proofs. ExC
original black plastic grips and with lanyard ring at the base
of the grip. The magazine is its correct original JI (Inglis)
marked type. Serial number dates to August 1945 and also
included is its correct webbing breakaway holster. This gun
is in as issued condition and hard to find better.
ExWO&C B/CLR

245 - COLT 1911 WOODEN GRIPS
Two pairs of chequered grips for the Colt or similar pistol.
One with diamond pattern the other plain. ExC

239

249 - P38 BOOK
P38 Magazines and Grips - A Collectors Guide by Vlieger,
Clarin & Koth. Soft cover, large format, 258 pages with
colour photos and line drawings. Incredibly indepth book
covering markings and variants for each model of the pistol.
NEW
250 - STERLING S.M.G
A British Sterling MK4 9mm Submachine Gun, 9” 9mm
cal barrel with ventilated heat shield, bayonet lug and original sights. The magazine well is marked STERLING SMG
9M/M MK4 (L2A3) etc. The receiver is fitted with flip an
up battle sight and under folding steel stock. Three position
selection (safe, semi and full auto). Metalwork retains new
all original parkerised type finish and ExC original black
plastic pistol grip. Includes its 34R correct magazine with
nearly all its black ‘crackle’ finish. This gun is in like new
ExWO&C CLR
251 - UZI S.M.G
An Isreali Military submachine gun, 10” 9mm cal barrel.
The receiver with original sights and marked with Isreali
crest and Hebrew markings for the 3 position selector (safe,
semi and full automatic). Metalwork has near all parkerised
and blue finish which is thinning on the edges. Original
black plastic grips and steel underfolding stock. Includes its
25R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

242

252 - 68R STERLING MAGAZINE
Scarce factory double magazine for the Sterling S.M.G. In
as issued condition with all original finish. ExC
253 - STERLING MAGAZINE
34R 9mm magazine for the S.M.G, dark patina with mild
pin pricking. F-GC

241

254 - STERLING SLING
British Military olive webbing with brass fittings. Ordnance
marks and dated 1959. In as issued ExC
255 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R 9mm magazine for the S.M.G. Most overall blue finish with some scratching. The loading indicators have been
filled for use in the desert. GC

251

256 - L2 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x51 cal magazine for the L2A3/308 cal Bren, also
fits L1A1. British ordnance marked and with thinning paint
finish. GC

12
257 - RUGER .22 PISTOL
US Competition Mark III target model semi automatic pistol, 6 3/4” .22lr slab sided barrel with adjustable sights. The
receiver fitted with weaver rail. Stainless steel metalwork
with some scratches. Rubber Packmayr grips. Includes original box with spare magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

257

270 - BRITISH STAR AND HAT BADGE
Commonwealth WWII Campaign star and ribbon plus a
Victorian hat badge. VGC

258 - AMT .22 PISTOL
US AMT Lightning Bulls Eye Target model semi automatic
pistol, 7” heavy barrel threaded for silencer but missing
the thread protector, with adjustable sights. Stainless steel
metalwork marked AMT etc and with some scratching.
VGC original wooden grips. Includes a spare magazine.
GWO&C B/CLR

271 - AMERICAN BADGES
US Navy seal clasp and sub commanders clasp. ExC

258

272 - NAZI PARTY ARM BAND
WWII Nazi Party arm band, red with cotton band with woven Swastika with white silk background. Partial RZM tag
to the inside of the band. VGC

259 - COLT 22 PISTOL
US circa 1990’s semi auto .22lr pistol, 4 1/2” stainless steel
bull barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork is in ExC without
scratches. ExC one piece polymer grip and triggerguard.
Includes its original plastic carry case and spare magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

259

273 - GERMAN RLB ARMBAND
WWII Nazi RLB (State Air Protection group) enlisted mans
arm band. Pale blue cotton band with embossed silver star
with black Swastika. There is a ?? stamp with similar RLB
seal to the side. VGC

260

260 - FN M150 .22 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto .22lr target pistol, 6” slab sided barrel
with adjustable weight and sights. Receiver marked with
Herstal address and retains most parkerised type finish with
some scrtches. VGC right hand target grips. GWO&C B/
CLR
261 - REMINGTON 11-87 POLICE SHOTGUN
Scarce Police variant of the US made shotgun which are
not normally available for civilaian sale, 18” barrel with
cylinder choke and 3” chamber and full length magazine.
Metalwork has near all original parkerised type finish with
a few scratches to the receiver. ExC original synthetic stock
with swivel studs. ExWO&C ALR

269 - DEFENCE KING AND COUNTRY MEDALS
Two boxed medals. The defence medal 1939-45 with named
box and ribbon. King and Empire badge in box. VGC

274 - ARMY SPORTS EAGLE
A Nazi German cloth Army Sports Eagle. White with black
eagle and Swastika, 24cmx15cm - to be worn on sports singlet. VGC
275 - GERMAN ARHEIM BOOK
Kampfraum Arheim - A Photo Study of the German Soldier
Fighting Around Arheim September 1944. Very large format, hard cover with B&W photos on 300 pages. ExC

261
262
263

262 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
US made 12g pump action shotgun, 20” cylinder bore barrel
with full length magazine and rifle sights. Marked with New
Haven address and 3” chamber. Metalwork retains near all
original blued finish. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C
ALR

264

263 - SIROCCO SHOTGUN
Italian made under/over 12g shotgun, 27 1/2” barrels with
1/2 and full chokes and 2 3/4” chamber. Engraved action
with single trigger. Metalwork with near all bright blue and
ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
278

264 - SPANISH SHOTGUN
Side by side Ignacio Ugartechea 12g shotgun, 27 1/2” barrels with full and half chokes. Action with twin triggers and
metalwork retains near all bright blue on the barrels and case
colours to the action. ExC walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR
265 - WWII CUP
Souvenir cup/tankard for allied troops made from a salvaged artillery shell, the cup is engraved with a map and
battle dates from Italy, North Africa and France. VGC

277 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD BOOK
12th Edition of this Encyclopedic style book with over 3500
firearms. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 890
pages. Covers most Military firearms including stripping
and operation techniques etc. A must have book. VGC
278 - DELTA GOLD CUP PISTOL
Colt 10mm cal Delta Gold Cup semi automatic pistol, 5”
stainless steel barrel, frame and slide fitted with factory adjustable sights. Metalwork in ExC with only a few minor
scratches. Fitted with factory adjustable trigger and original
delta logo rubber grips. Includes its original blue Colt box in
like new ExWO&C B/CLR
279 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL
A collectable Colt 1st Edition double Eagle semi automatic
pistol, 5” 10mm cal barrel, the stainless steel slide with fixed
original sights and marked Colt Double Eagle MKII 1st Edition (low seial #66). Metalwork without scratching. Original
plastic Colt logo grips. Includes its original Colt army bag
containing holster, magazine pouch with 2 spare magazines.
In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

279

280 - COLT MODEL 2000 PISTOL
A seldom offered for sale Colt All American model 2000
double action only semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal
barrel, blued slide marked with Colt logo etc and with fixed
sights. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. Original Colt logo plastic grips on the polymer frame. Includes its
original box with spare magazine. Very few of these Colt
pistols were made in the early 90’s and that coupled with
some unique design freatures like the rotating barrel and
roller locking make this gun very collectable with Colt collectors. Hard to find a better example in like new ExWO&C
B/CLR.

266 - AFRICAN/ITALIAN INVASION CUP
Made as a souvenir cup/tankard for NZ troops during the
war. Built from a brass artillery case salvaged from the battlefield and engraved with NZ insignia as well as North African battles and Italian battles. VGC
267 - ITALIAN INVASION PLATE
Souvenir plate for allied forces involved in the campaign.
Engraved with Italian map etc and entitled Italy 1944-45,
thinning silver plate finish measures approx. 29cm diameter.
GC

276 - GERMAN ANTI-TANK BOOK
Deutsche Panzerabwehr 1916-1918 and 1930-45. An illustrated guide to German Antitank Weapons. Hard cover, large
format, B&W photos and 303 pages. NEW

280

268

268 - NZ MAORI WAR MEDAL
A British Military Moari war medal with original ribbon,
undated and issued to Private ELLIS 65th Foot Regiment.
VGC

281

266

281 - COLT GOVERNMENT POCKET PISTOL
MKIV series 80 .380 cal semi automatic pistol, 3 1/4” barrel, stainless steel frame and slide with original fixed sights
and with only a couple of minor scratches. ExC original
black plastic grips with Colt logo. Includes its original box.
ExWO&C CLR

13
282 - 2x45 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two stainless steel magazines to suit the 1911 type pistol.
One branded Colt the other unbranded. VGC
283 - 38 SUPER MAGAZINE
Wilson combat brand stainless steel magazine to suit 1911
type pistol in .38 super. In original packet and appears unused. ExC

293 - SAKO M85 RIFLE
A very high grade Finish Sako target rifle, 22” .223 cal
heavy barrel without sights and is fitted with a custom muzzle break. The stainless steel action and barrel is in ExC
without scratches. ExC laminated wooden stock with sling
swivels. Includes its detachable magazine, thread cover and
a pair of leupold 30mm rings. In near new ExWO&C ALR

293

294 - MARLIN 336 RIFLE
US model 336SS 30-30 cal lever action rifle, 20” barrel with
iron sights and full length magazine tube, the receiver fitted
with scope base. Stainless steel metalwork is in ExC without scratches. ExC walnut stock. These rifles made prior to
Remington taking over Marlin are now becoming very sort
after, particulary in this like new ExWO&C ALR

285

284 - RUGER P85 MAGAZINES
Two Mec-Gar brand 20 shot 9mm magazines to suit the pistol or PC9 carbine. ExC
285 - YUGOSLAV RPK RIFLE
M72 Yugoslavian variant of the Soviet RPK automatic
squad rifle, 20 1/2” 7.62x39 cal heavy barrel with cooling
fins behind the gas block and orginal sights. The receiver is
marked ZASTAVA KRAGUJEVAC YUGOSLAVIA under
the rear sight. Three position selector on the right hand side,
external numbers’s are matching. Metalwork has grey to
black patina with large areas of original finish. FC original
woodwork with a couple of names carved into the butt. Correct steel bipod and 30R magazine. GWO&C CLR

294

286 - TYPE 56S RIFLE
A Chinese semi auto version of the AK47, 15” 7.62x39
cal barrel plus muzzle break and with original sights and
bayonet lug. Metalwork with near all original blued finish.
ExC black synthetic stock and includes its 30R magazine.
ExWO&C ELR

295 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
US 30-30 cal lever action rifle, 20” round barrel with iron
sights and full length magazine. Metalwork with most overall finish with some small flaking sections to the action. GC
woodwork with some scratches. GWO&C ALR
296 - SAVAGE M99 RIFLE
US .308 cal lever action rifle, 22” barrel with iron sights, the
receiver fitted with Bushnell 1.5-4 power scope. Metalwork
has most original blue with a couple of thinning areas to
the action and barrel as well as mild speckling to an area of
the case hardened lever. VGC woodwork and above average
overall condition for this rifle. G-VGWO&C ALR

286

297 - KAHLES TELESCOPIC SIGHT
High quality Austrian made Kahles model Helia CL 4-12
power x52mm telescopic sight with Mildot reticle and side
adjustable parallex. Shows no clamp marks and has original
box. ExC

287 - SKK CARBINE
A Chinese carbine length detachable magazine version of
the SKS, 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. . Includes original sling and 7R ‘AK’ magazine. This gun retains all original finish and is in as new ExWO&C ALR

298 - LEUPOLD MARK 4 TELESCOPIC SIGHT
High grade US made 4.5-14 power x40mm telescopic sight
with side focus parallex fine duplex reticle and target turrets.
In like new ExC with original box with manual. ExC

295

288 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
A Korean made 75R drum magazine for the 7.62x39 cal AK
or 56S type rifle. Uses the more desirable front loading system. Retains near all original parkerised finish and includes
its original box. ExC

299 - LEUPOLD AR SCOPE
US 3-9 X 40 POWER scope designed for the AR15 rifle
with .223 calibrated turrets and Mildot reticle. Includes
quick release mounts. ExC

289 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R Steel 7.62x39 cal magazine to suit the AK/56S rifles.
Most blued finish. VGC

287

290 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot, but in unused ExC.

300 - TRIJICON REFLEX SIGHT
US made model RX30 reflex/red dot sight, 1 power with
42mm lens and tritium powered dot. Weaver type rail
mount. Includes original box and manual. ExC

296

291 - AR15 UPPER RECEIVER
An upper receiver including barrel for the AR15 type rifle.
The brand is IDS with 5.56mm barrel with 1:9 twist rate. Includes integral carry handle and flash hider, sights, bayonet
lug and has forward assist. VGC ALR

291

292 - VINTAGE WINCHESTER MODEL 70 RIFLE
A very scarce and fine example of a early pre 64 Winchester
Model 70 bolt action sporting rifle. This rifle was manufactured circa 1942 and was the property of the BRNO/CZ factory gun collection. A letter of provenance will be provided
to the successful bidder, 24” .30-06 cal barrel with original
iron sights. The left hand side of the barrel is marked MADE
IN NEW HAVEN CONN US OF AMERICA - WINCHESTER - MODEL 70, and marked underneath WINCHESTER
PROOF STEEL - TRADEMARK and next to this marked
.30 GOVT 06. The side of the chamber is marked with the
serial number 57XX. The receiver is also marked with the
Winchester logo and the oval Winchester proof mark which
is also adjacent on the barrel. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue finish to the barrel and original finish to
the receiver, bolt, triggerguard and floorplate. ExC original
chequered woodwork with correct butt steel plate and swivels with only a few minor handling dings. A top rifle in what
appears to be unfired condition making this the best example we have seen. ExWO&C ALR

301 - JET Z SILENCER
A very high quality Finish made Ase Utra Jet Z CQB silencer to suit .223 cal rifles with 1/2” UNF thread. Regarded as
one of the quietest silencers on the market. Includes original
box, 150mmLx40mm diameter. ExC
302 - AR15 JET Z SILENCER
Similar to previous lot, high quality Finish Ase Utra Jet-Z
CQB .223 cal silencer with 1/2 by 28 AR15 type thread,
153mmx40mm diameter. ExC
303 - AR15 AND TACTICAL GRIPS
A2 type pistol grip for AR type rifles plus a folding front
grip that attaches to Weaver rail and a 10cm section of
Picatiney rail. ExC

288
300

297

292

304 - COLT M1917 REVOLVER
WWI US Military Colt double action revolver, 5 1/4” .45
acp cal barrel marked with Colt address on the top, COLT
D.A 45 on the side and UNITED STATES PROPERTY underneath. Metalwork with most overall blue finish with minor speckle staining all over. VGC correct wooden grips but
missing the lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
304

14
305 - S&W M1917 REVOLVER
WWI period British Military Smith & Wesson double action revolver, 6 1/2” .455 cal barrel with original sight and
marked with S&W address and cal etc. The frame with British ordnance marks. Metalwork with most overall finish.
Worn but original grips and lanyard ring. The action indexes
but fails to move the hammer correctly or lock back on single action otherwise GC B/CLR
306 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British Military WWII period .38 S&W cal double action
only (hammerless) revolver, 5” barrel with ordnance marks
and also marked CAL .38 41. The frame marked DI* and
cylinder ESC .321. Metalwork with most original parkerised finish. VGC original chequered woodwork with thumb
rest and lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

305

306

320 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British NZ Military Lee Enfield #1* 303 bolt action rifle,
30” barrel with correct sights. Bayonet lug and woodwork
with rod hole. Wrist marked BS&Co 1901 LE 1* and fitted with lobbing sight as is the woodwork. Metalwork with
thinning original finish. GC NZ marked woodwork. GVGWO&C ALR

307

307 - WEBLEY MKIV .22 REVOLVER
A seldom seen .22lr version of the Mark IV revolver, 6” barrel with adjustable sights. The receiver marked WEBLEY
& SCOTT ltd and MARK IV .22 etc. Metalwork with most
original blue slightly thinning on the barrel. ExC original
W&S logo, black plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
308 - VICKERS MG TOOLS
Two tools for the British Military M.G. Broken cartridge
case extractor which is marked : PLUG CLEARING. GUN.
VICKERS .303, broad arrow and 38, plus a punch which is
also marked Vickers etc. VGC

319 - NZ CARBINE
A very rare New Zealand carbine version of the NO1 Long
Tom rifle, 21” .303 cal barrel with correct foresight with
wings and 500 yard rear sight. The chamber is ordnance
marked, bolt is correct flatened and turned down type. The
wrist is correctly NZ marked 1057/1903 and also marked
on the other side ENFIELD 1901 L.E.C. Fitted with correct
shortened magazine, NZ marked butt stock and replacement
forestock with top wood missing. With only about 1500
made these are a hard Lee Enfield to find. GWO&C ALR

321 - NO4 RIFLE
WWII period British Military SMLE, 25” 303 cal barrel
with correct sights, the receiver marked No4 MKI ROF (F)
3/43. Metalwork with all over black paint type finish and
chrome plated parade magazine. ExC woodwork complete
with sling. ExWO&C ALR

321

322 - NO7 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the No4 SMLE or MK5 Sten Gun. Brown
resin handle with swivel pommel, 7 3/4” blade, complete
with steel scabbard. ExC

320

309 - VICKERS WATER JACKET COVER
Brown/red webbing with leather cord and insulated felt lining. In as issued ExC

323 - L1A1 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the ‘SLR’, 7 1/2” blued blade with metal
grips. Complete with scabbard. VGC

310 - VICKERS LONG RANGE SIGHT
A Tangent sight dated 1942 with original pouch. ExC
311 - MG34 BELT LOADER
Belt loading machine in its original ammo can box for the
German MG 34&42. ExC

324 - GARAND BAYONET
Model M1 1943 bayonet for the Garand, made from shortening the 1905 sword bayonet, 9 3/4” blade with fullers going through the end of the blade marked RIA 1910 with
flaming bomb and with near all parkerised finish. ExC plastic grips and complete with resin scabbard with some pitting
to the throat. GC

319

312 - MG34 MAGAZINES
German WWII Gurt-Trommel-Trugger 34 steel carrying
frame with two 50R magazines for the MG34-42. Magazine
with most olive paint and carrier with near all black re finish. VGC
324

313 - MG34/42 OIL BOTTLES
The standard round oil bottle plus a seldom seen Eastern
Front Bakelite sulphur lubricant bottle to prevent freezing
in the cold climate. VGC

322

314 - MG34 STEEL CLEANING BOX
A very rare steel cleaning kit box. Top marked Zundmittel
??9.S MG34 with handle and locking clips. Near all original
finish. VGC
315 - MG34 SOFT BARREL CARRIER
Rare canvas and leather reinforced variant of the spare barrel carrier. Complete with padded canvas strap. VGC

314

317

316 - STEN STOCK
T type steel stock for MKII Sten Gun. NZ marked on the
butt. VGC

326

317 - TRENCH GUN HEAT SHIELD
Seldom seen heat sheild and bayonet lug for the US M97
trench gun. VGC
318 - SECTIONALISED NO3 RIFLE
A Military armourers training No3 rifle that has been fully
‘cut away’ to reveal the inner workings of the rifle including the woodwork, barrel, action and magazine of the gun.
The cut away highlights are painted orange and yellow. Also
includes a sectionalised rifle grenade, dummy cartridges, oil
bottle and pull through. ExC ALR
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

325 - M1917 BAYONET
Sword bayonet for the US M17 Enfield rifle, 17” blade
marked Remington 1917. Correct grips with twin lines.
Grey overall patina with some speckling. GC

318

327

326 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Artillery model PO8 pistol, 8”
9mm cal barrel with correct artillery sights. The chamber
dated 1917 and right hand side with Imperial proof marks.
The toggle marked DWM. All external serial numbers except the magazine (correct type) are matching. Metalwork
retains near all blue finish showing some holster wear to
the edges and faint straw colours on the small parts. VGC
original grips. Included with the pistol is its correct but
mismatched number shoulder stock with Crown/S Imperial
Army stock mark. There are several small aged holes (most
likely treated bora) underneath this mark. These holes only
penetrate a couple of mm into the stock. Also included is
its correct black leather hard shell holster but missing the
shoulder strap and protective boot for the stock attachment
iron. VGWO&C B/CLR
327 - NAVAL LUGER PISTOL
Highly desirable Imperial German 1906 2nd issue Naval
Model pistol, 6” 9mm cal barrel with serial number, chamber without date and left hand side with Naval proofs, the
frame has commercial style serial number to the front of
the frame with L suffix, the side plate and take down leaver
have correct commercial style numbers to the underneath.
The toggle is marked DWM and the rear marked 100 for
the correct adjustable to 200m rear sight, the scar bar and
magazine are mismatched numbers but the magazine is correct Naval marked type. Metalwork is retaining most blue
which is thinning to the edges and good straw colours to the
small parts. GC original grips. Included is its Naval marked
correct holster without straps. VGWO&C CLR

15
328 - SWISS 06/24 LUGER PISTOL
Swiss Military model 1906/24 luger pistol, 4 3/4” .30 luger
cal barrel with original sights, Swiss proof and serial number. The chamber is blank on the top but the left hand side is
marked with P (public sale mark), Swiss proof and inspector mark. The toggle is marked with the Swiss Cross and
WAFFENFABRIK BERN and is late type flat toggle. Metalwork has near all blue finish and bright straw colours on the
small parts. Frame with grip safety and without stock lug.
ExC original chequered walnut grips with border. Matching
number magazine plus a spare magazine and correct 1931
date holster with straps. ExWO&C B/CLR

342 - MARLIN M7000 RIFLE
.22lr semi automatic rifle, 17 1/2” heavy blued barrel and
action. Fitted with 4 power scope. Metalwork with near all
blue finish. ExC synthetic stock. ExC ALR

328

343 - WINCHESTER M490 RIFLE
.22lr Canadian made Winchester .22lr semi auto rifle, 21”
barrel threaded for silencer and with open sights, receiver
with redfield 4 power scope. Metalwork with near all
original blue, VGC woodwork. Includes 5 shot magazine.
VGWO&C ALR
343

344 - WINCHESTER M150 RIFLE
.22lr lever action rifle, 20” barrel with open sights and
threaded for a silencer. Metalwork with most original finish
thinning on the edges and with tube magazine. GC woodwork with some scratches. GWO&C ALR

329 - NAVY LUGER CLEANING ROD
An extremly rare original cleaning rod for the Navy model
Luger pistol, 8” overall length, the end 2” threaded for patch
with brass tip. Wooden barrel handle with six grooves. ExC
330 - NAVY LUGER MAGAZINE
Scarce magazine to suit the German pistol. Nickel plated
body in VGC and wooden base plate without concentric circles but with correct Naval style numbering. ExC
331 - LUGER MAGAZINE POUCH
A most likely Dutch Naval Air Service double magazine
pouch for the Navy Luger Pistol. A copy of the German variant but without makers marks. Flap and dome closure and
embossed line around the edges. Some cracking and loss of
black colour to the flap and edges otherwise VGC.
332 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Original German leather holster for the P08 pistol. The inside of the flap marked with manufacturers details and dated
1918. Some cracking to the leather otherwise. VGC

329

346 - STOEGER LUGER PISTOL
US made circa 1990’s American Eagle Luger pistol, 6”
9mm barrel with Eagle logo on the chamber. The stainless
steel frame and barrel is marked Stoeger etc and is in ExC
without scratches. ExC original chequered wooden grips
and includes a spare magazine ExWO&C B/CLR

339

344

334 - SNAIL DRUM DUST COVER
Hard to find original steel dust cover for the Luger drum
magazine most original finish thinning on the edges. VGC

345

335 - ARTILLERY LUGER CLEANING ROD
Original cleaning rod for the Artillery Luger pistol. Wooden
barrel end with three lines each side. VGC

346

337 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
Original WWII Luger magazine. Correct variant for Mauser
byf 41 models. Blued body marked with E/37 proofs, fxo
and P08. Alloy base without serial number. VGC
338 - LUGER AMMUNITION
Original full packet (16R) of WWII ammunition for the
Luger or P38 pistol. The packet is unopened but has partial
tearing to the seal, blue label dated 1942. GC ALR
339 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER AMMO
A very scarce antique circa late 1890’s DWM brand 20R
packet of 7.63mm ammo. The packet is unopened with the
red paper seal with material pull intact. The top label is
marked in German and with early DWM Karisruhe address.
The packet is very tidy with aged patina. VG-ExC ALR

348 - GLOCK 21 PISTOL
Austrian .45acp cal semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel, slide fitted with aftermarket adjustable sights and Glock extended
slide latch. Metalwork with all original finish. Gen 3 type
polymer frame with finger grooved grip, also fitted with
Glock lighter trigger. Includes it box and three spare magazines ExWO&C B/CLR
349 - S&W 586 REVOLVER
US .357 cal double action revolver, 6” barrel with original
sights etc. Metalwork with near all original bright blue, ExC
original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
350 - MILITARY HI POWER MAGAZINES
British/NZ Military L9A1 9mm pistol magazine. Nato
marked and dated 1971, plus a scarce Inglis marked magazine for the WWII Hi Power. VGC

347

351 - HI POWER HOLSTER
WWII pattern British Military holster for the 9mm pistol,
green webbing outer with leather lining. ExC
352 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
WWII 30R US Military magazine for the 1928 or M1
SMG’s. Marked SW Co (Sparks-Withington Crosby Co)
Most original finish thinning in a few sections. GC
353 - COLT 1921 THOMPSON MAGAZINE
A rare original and correct magazine for the 1921 Colt
model .45 Thompson S.M.G. Correctly without any makers
marks or patent information. Most original finish with a few
areas of staining and slight speckling. G-VGC

348

340 - UMC .30 MAUSER AMMO
Remington UMC vintage 20R packet of 7.63 (.30 mauser)
ammo in stripper clips. The packet has been opened but is
in GC ALR
341 - SILENCED MARLIN RIFLE
Papoose ‘take down’ model .22lr semi auto rifle, 15 1/2”
fully silenced barrel. Receiver fitted with 3-9 power scope
and has some staining to the finish of the receiver. VGC synthetic stock, comes with original bag and spare magazine.
GWO&C ALR

347 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian FN M35 Hi Power 9mm semi automatic pistol, 5”
9mm cal barrel with fixed sights on the slide and Herstal
address. Metalwork has near all original blue only thinning
slightly at the muzzle. Rounded type hammer and Military
rack number on the inside of the grip. VGC chequered
wooden grips. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

341

333 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Original German dark brown leather holster for the P08 pistol. Inside of the flap marked with makers details and dated
1916. ExC

336 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL
Original Luger steel stripping tool. Without proof mark so
would suit all holsters. Most original finish. VGC

345 - HENRY .22 RIFLE
Modern US made .22lr lever action rifle, 19” octagonal barrel with iron sights and tube magazine. Metalwork retains
near all blued finish. ExC walnut woodwork. ExWO&C
ALR

331

349

354 - 20R THOMPSON MAGAZINE
WWII magazine for the Thompson 1928/M1 S.M.G. Near
all original finish to the sides but thinning and minor pin
pricking to a couple of areas in the front. VGC
355 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCH
Green webbing to fit 5x20R magazines. The rear marked
US. In as issued ExC

16
356 - M1 CARBINE
US WWII period M1 carbine, 18” .30M1 cal barrel with
original sight but without bayonet lug attachment. Dated
7.43 and underwood with flying bomb and inspection mark.
The chamber marked US CARBINE CAL .30M and the rear
underwood etc, fitted with adjustable battle sight. Metalwork has dark grey patina. VGC woodwork also marked
with P and fitted with early style kahki sling and oiler plus 2
cell US marked magazine pouch. VGWO&C ELR

356

366 - RUGER SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US single action .44 magnum revolver, 10 1/2” barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with a few minor scratches. Fitted with faux ivory grips, includes its original box and grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

366

367 - RUGER BEERCAT REVOLVER
Single action .22lr 6 shot revolver, 4” blued barrel and action. The cylinder with rolled scene. Metalwork retains all
bright blue ExC original walnut grips. Contained in its original box. In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

357

357 - M1 CARBINE
US Military WWII semi auto carbine, 18” .30M1 cal barrel
with original sights and variant without bayonet lug. Barrel
dated 43 and marked Inland etc as is the receiver which is
also marked US CARBINE etc. Metalwork has thin original
finish and the original woodwork with crossed cannon cartouche has been refinished and with quite a few scratches
and missing magazine otherwise GWO&C ALR
358 - WWII GERMAN TRAINING RIFLE
Scarce WWII period Anschutz Mauser 98 training rifle, 25”
shrouded 4mm cal barrel with Mauser sights and marked
Kal 4mm lar.g J.G.A Germaniawaffenwerk A G Zella-Mehlis/Thur. The chamber is marked with logo and the rear
- Buscher Sportmodell Nurnberg. Metalwork has most overall dulling blued finish. VGC original woodwork with gas
release cut out underneath. VGWO&C
ALR
359 - CZECH MAUSER CARBINE
VZ 33 8mm cal bolt action Military carbine, 20” barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked with crest
and the side of the receiver marked VZ33 CS ZBROJOVKA
etc. Metalwork with most overall blue and some scratching, VGC original woodwork complete with sling swivels.
VGWO&C ALR

368 - RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER
US 6 shot single action revolver, 4 1/2” 44-40 cal barrel.
Metalwork has near all original blue and case colours. ExC
original wooden grips and includes original box. This gun is
in like new ExWO&C B/CLR
369 - WEIHRAUCH SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Nice quality German made reproduction of a Colt single
action frontier 44-40 cal Western revolver, 6 3/4” blued
barrel. Metalwork retains near all bright blue and case
colours on the frame. The brass plate to the trigger guard
and back strap is starting to thin in areas. ExC walnut grip.
VGWO&C B/CLR

367

370 - UBERTI SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a Colt 1873 S.A.A, 5 1/2” .45 Colt
cal barrel. Metalwork with near all blue to the barrel and
bright case colours to the action. ExC walnut grips with
brass trigger guard and back straps. ExWO&C B/CLR

358
371
373

360 - MAUSER ACCESSORIES
A Mauser VZ 33 rear sight plus a good quality G98 reproduction sling, an Isreali marked steel butt plate and an original K98 10” cleaning rod. GC

372 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON RIFLE
Italian made Army Zouave reproduction of a cival war
Remington musket, 33” .58 cal blued barrel with bayonet
bar and sights. Case hardened lock plate and hammer with
eagle motif. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
woodwork with brass funiture and patch box, includes sling
VGWO&C ALR

361 - GERMAN Y STRAPS
WWII German Soldiers leather Y straps. Shows some age
cracking. Marked with Waffen amt and 43 dates with dvr
and cgn codes. The alloy fittings marked D&C. GC
362 - GERMAN MAP CASE
WWII German Soldiers pebble grain black leather map
case. Outside with 7 pencil holders and seperate pouch,
inside flap marked JUL.SSTULTZ SIEGEN. Includes its
hanging straps, shows wear but GC

371 - REPRODUCTION SPRINGFIELD MUSKET
Italian Pedersoli remake of the model 1861 Springfield rifle,
40” .58 cal barrel with sights. The lock plate marked US
SPRINGFIELD with the eagle and 1861 date. Metalwork
is finished in the white with some minor spots of staining.
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

359

373 - REPRODUCTION ENFIELD MUSKETOON
British Parker Hale made remake of the British pattern 1861
musketoon, 24” .577 cal barrel marked with makers name
and with bayonet bar and sights. The lockplate marked 1861
Enfield and Royal Cypher. Metalwork has most original finish to the barrel and some speckling with traces of case colour to the lock plate. VGC woodwork with brass naval type
furniture. Complete with ram rod and sling. G-VGWO&C
ALR

375

363 - WWI BINOCULARS
German Emil Busch model 08 Fernglas, brass and steel
construction, marked with makers name and model, some
loss of the green/grey paint finish. Includes strap cover and
textured webbing and leather case with instructions in the
lid, retention strap has broken, otherwise VGC

372

364 - MAJOR WALLINGFORD’S RANGE
Leather and webbing rifle range bag owned by NZ Gallipoli
War hero and Bisley rifle and pistol champion Major Jesse
Wallingford. The leather bag contains two knee pads and
with divisions for cartridges and accessories. Shows some
cracking to the leather. As many will recall we sold two pistols belonging to Major Wallingford in 2012. This item was
purchased by the Vendor from Collings & Brady’s in Wellington NZ at the same time the pistols were sold by them
for the Wallingford family. A unique and interesting piece
of NZ military history. VGC

375 - JAPANESE TANTO
Circa mid-late 19th Century Tanto as used by minor officials
such as railway or custom. Decorative carved bone handle
and scabbard, 33cm steel blade has been re-attached to the
hilt at some point with glue. GC

364

365

365 - S&W MODEL 29 REVOLVER
US double action silhoutte shooting model 29-3 .44 magnum revolver, 10 1/2” barrel with adjustable fore and rear
sights. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC
original chequered S&W logo grips ExWO&C B/CLR

374 - REPRODUCTION PATTERN 53 RIFLE
Three band Indian made percussion rifle, 35” .577 cal blued
barrel and action which is marked with Royal Cypher. Metalwork with near all finish. VGC woodwork with brass furniture. Includes sling. VGWO&C ALR

376 - ROYAL ARTILLERY OFFICERS SWORD
British Army Officers Sword circa 1850’s, 34” slightly
curved blade with flat back and single fullers to within 8”
of the tip. Blade is in VGC with the etching still present.
Three bar steel guard with sword-knot slit at the top. Some
loss of the shagreen to the grip but the wire is present. VGC
original steel scabbard. VGWO&C
376

363
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377 - BRITISH TRANSPORT TROOPS HANGER
Mid 19th Century British Military Transport Corps Privates
Hanger, 22 1/2” speer point blade with Crown over 16. The
otherside with Solinger Knights head makers mark. Blade
is in VGC without pitting and dark grey patina. VGC solid
cast brass hilt. ExC

377
378

378 - PATTERN 1912 SWORD
A British/South African Military pattern 1912 Cavalry
Troopers sword, 35” acid etched blade with fullers on both
sides for 3/4 of the blade. Marked Henry Wilkinson Pall
Mall London and marked with the South African Coat of
Arms. Shagreen grip with the wire wrap missing. The dish
hilt has been plated for parade use. Includes its leather
bound steel scabbard. VGC

389

388

392

392 - WEBLEY RIC TYPE REVOLVER
An un-named British Webley RIC/Bulldog type 6 shot double action revolver, 3 1/4” .450/455 cal round barrel with
Birmingham proofs, also on the cylinder. Metalwork has
large amounts of blue to the barrel and cylinder with faint
case colours to the frame. The right hand side fitted with
ejector rod. VGC one piece grips with lanyard connector on
the base but no ring. VGWO&C CLR

393

393 - ‘BULLDOG’ REVOLVER
An English 5 shot double action Bulldog/RIC type revolver.
3 1/2” .450 cal round barrel with the top strap marked T
BLANCH & SON BIRMINGHAM, frame fitted with ejector. Metalwork with traces of finish. Action is strong, GC
grip. GWO&C CLR

394

394 - LEFAUCHEUX REVOLVER
A most likely French or Belgian antique, 6 shot double action revolver, 4 3/4” octagonal approx .38 cal barrel. The
open top frame, cylinder and part of the barrel are ornately engraved. Metalwork has dark grey patina and action
works well. GC two piece grips with lanyard ring missing.
GVGWO&C CLR

395

383 - MARTINI .22 TRAINING RIFLE
Ex British Military Martini Enfield professionaly sleeved to
.22lr around the turn of the century for private civilian training use, 29 1/2” .22RF cal barrel marked AMMUNITION
22 & GUARANTEED BRITISH and with original sights.
The wrist fitted with flip target apperture sight. Metalwork
has most blue with a few patches missing on the barrel. GC
shortened woodwork to the front of the band. GWO&C
ALR

385 - AUSTRIAN KROPATSCHEK BAYONET
To suit the M 1886 bolt action rifle, 18 1/2” blade with spine
back and fullers each side. Steel cross guard with wooden
grips with steel rivets. Included steel scabbard. GC

391 - WEBLEY NO5 REVOLVER
British 6 shot double action revolver, 3” .380cf cal round
barrel. The frame marked Webley’s NO5 380cf and with
flying bullet logo and fitted with ejector rod. Cylinder and
barrel with Birmingham proof marks. Metalwork with thin
original blue. VGC one piece grips complete with lanyard
ring. G-VGWO&C CLR

380

382 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
British/NZ Military single shot Martini Enfield .303 cal rifle, 30” barrel with correct sights and NZ ordnance marks,
the receiver with Royal Cypher Enfield and 1901 M.E 303
I for the conversion. Metalwork has dark grey patina with
some staining and pitting in areas. GC woodwork missing
swivel. FWO&C ALR

381

389 - BROWN BESS BAYONET
Socket bayonet with New Land India pattern type spring
catch, 15” triangular blade with fullers on the two sides.
Oval shaped logo with a 4 & undetermined character above
it, 3 3/4” length socket. Some staining to the metal but with387 out pitting. G-VGWO&C
390 - PATTERN 53 BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the British Military rifle, 17” triangular
blade with British ordnance marks and some pitting complete with locking ring. FC

391

381 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
British NZ Military MK III carbine, 21 1/2” .577 snider cal
barrel with correct sights, bayonet lug and ordnance marks.
The chamber marked NZ 294 and III with partial S through
the lock plate. Marked with Royal Cypher and 135A and M.
Co 1876. Metalwork with dark to grey patina. GC woodwork with brass furniture and two steel bands and missing
the rear swivel. GWO&C ALR

384 - STEYR MODEL 1886 RIFLE
Austrian Kropatschek model 1886 bolt action rifle, 32 1/2”
8mmx60R cal barrel with tubular magazine and original
sights. Receiver is marked OE .W.F.G STEYR 1886 and
Portugese Crown as well as M 1886. Metalwork with most
thinning original finish with some pin pricking along the
stock line and cleaning rod. VGC original woodwork complete with swivels. G-VGWO&C ALR

388 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
P1876 Socket bayonet, 21 1/2” triangular blade with faint
British markings and speckled patina. GC

390

379 - KUHKRI KNIFE
A Nepalese type Kuhkri fighting knife, 11 1/2” curved
blade, wooden handles with steel rivets. Includes leather
scabbard with brass tip and two small knives. GC
380 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
British Military Mark III .577 cal Cavalry carbine, 19” barrel with carbine sights and ordnance marks. The breech
marked III and locking latch on the left hand side. The lock
plate marked 1879 Bonehill and with Royal Cypher etc.
Metalwork has grey overall patina. GC woodwork without
ram rod hole. The side nail cups for the sight cover are missing but holes are present brass furniture with cleaning rod
butt trap. Missing the spring cover of the breech latch otherwise. GWO&C ALR

387 - BRUNSWICK BAYONET
Brunswick constabulary sword bayonet, 23 3/4” blade has
been polished. The catch spring is broken on the brass hilt
and is missing the later type catch otherwise GC

385

395 - FRANCOTTE’S PATENT REVOLVER
Belgian antique 6 shot double action revolver, 4 3/4” octagonal .38 cal barrel marked A FRANCOTTE on the top strap
and the side ACIER FONDU. Top break action and cylinder
with Belgian proofs. Metalwork with boarderline engraving
and grey patina with traces of blue. VGC broomhandle style
grips. G-VGWO&C CLR
396 - JAPANESE TYPE 91 GRENADE
An inert WWII Imperial Japanese mortar/rifle grenade type
91. VGC NLR

382
383

384

397 - JAPANESE TYPE 97 GRENADE
An inert WWII Imperial Japanese type 97 hand grenade.
Complete with firing pin cover. VGC NLR
398 - RED DEVIL GRENADE
An inert WWII Italian Model 35 ‘Red Devil’ grenade. Has
metal cover with round flat coil spring. Red alloy ribbed
construction marked Breda on the base. GC NLR

386 - LANCASTER BAYONET
Pattern 1855 sword bayonet for the British Military Lancaster rifle, 23 3/4” pipe back blade in VGC with crown and
faint makers mark. Brass guard and hilt with regimental
mark. VGC worn leather grips. VGC

397

386

396

398
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399 - COLT MODEL 1855 REVOLVING CARBINE
An extremely rare circa 1858-1860 NZ Military Colt 1855
‘British Model’ 5 shot single action revolving carbine serial number 94XX, 21” octagonal to round .56 cal barrel
with original brass fore sight and with folding rear leaf
sight graduated to 600 yards. The side marked with London
proofs. The top strap is marked COL. COLT HARTFORD
CT. U.S.A. The cylinder is also proved within the flutes and
marked PATENTED SEPT 10TH 1850. The left hand side
of the frame is fitted with a saddle ring and marked COLTS
PATENT NOV. 24TH 1857. Metalwork has most overall
correct Colt Military blue finish to the barrel, frame and cylinder turning to plum brown in areas and with some minor
handling nicks to the barrel. The hammer and loading lever
have most case hardened finish. The action is crisp and the
nipples and cylinder face shows very little wear. The brass
triggerguard has nice aged patina and is marked 56 CAL.
All external serial numbers are matching and are located
on the barrel underneath the loading lever, underside of the
frame, behind the trigger guard and on the butt plate. VGC
original oil finish black walnut butt stock with some minor
dings and fitted with its brass crescent shape plate. The top
surface of the plate is clearly marked NZ and the left hand
side of the woodwork with broad arrow Military marking.
Colt revolving rifles are extremely rare and with only 2000
British models produced and with only a few NZ Military
marked models known to exist, making this a very desirable
item for the discerning Colt or NZ Military collector and the
only example we have had for sale, in nice untouched condition. ExWO&C NLR
Est. $15,000- $20,000

403

399

402 - COLT SUPER 38 PISTOL
A scarce 1st year of production (1929) Colt model Super 38
Automatic pistol, 5” .38 super cal barrel. The slide with Colt
address and patent dates on the left hand side and the right
hand side marked COLT SUPER .38 AUTOMATIC and
rampant horse logo. Metalwork with most thinning original
blue. The blue is dark on the flats of the gun but thinning on
the edges, particularly the front grip strap which is almost
white. ExC original chequered grips. The magazine is a correct Colt marked later model replacement.
VGWO&C B/CLR
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

404 - WINCHESTER 44WCF RELOADING TOOL
Antique metal 3rd Winchester model reloading tool. Marked
with patent date and caliber. VGC
405 - WINCHESTER 38-72 RELOADING TOOL
Vintage 5th Model single cavity bullet mould for the 38-72
cal Winchester. Steel with wooden handles. VGC

404

409

406

406 - WINCHESTER 97 RIOT GUN
A top example of a US Winchester model 1897 12g Riot
model pump action shotgun, circa 1921, 20” cylinder bore
barrel marked with Winchester New Haven address, patent
dates, cal and CYL. The side rail marked MODEL 1897
WINCHESTER etc. Metalwork retains nearly all bright
original blue with a few minor areas of storage speckling
on the barrel and some handling marks. ExC original woodwork with nice raised grain showing no sign of wear, with
original butt plate. This gun shows no signs of use and only
mild handling and storage wear. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C ALR
407 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
Antique model 1892 1/2 magazine lever action carbine cira
1894, 20” .38WCF cal barrel with correct sights and marked
with Winchester New Haven address and cal etc. Left hand
side of the receiver fitted with saddle ring. Metalwork with
most dull blue to the barrel and dark patina to the action
and tang marked MODEL 1892 etc. Worn but GC original
woodwork. GWO&C ALR

400

400 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER
A fine cased London Model percussion pocket revolver circa 1855, 4” .31 cal octagonal with correct brass pin foresight
and notched hammer. The top of the barrel marked with two
line address (ADDRESS COL: COLT LONDON) the side
of the barrel with London proof marks. The cylinder with
nice sharp rolled stage coach scene and also proved. The
frame marked COLTS PATENT. All serial numbers are
matching and are in the 7000 range. Metalwork retains most
blue to the barrel with areas of bright highlight and thinning
on the edges. The frame with faint case colours but brighter
on the loading gate and lever. Iron backstrap and triggerguard retaining large amounts of silver plate to the trigger
guard and underside at the grip. ExC original grips without
dings. Contained in its correct and original mahogany case
with original blue baize lining and loading instructions. Inside the case is its COLT’S PATENT marked bullet mould,
nipple key, cleaning rod, Dixon Colt flash and Eley percussion caps and some projectiles. A very nice untouched and
complete example. VG-ExWO&C NLR
401 - COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER
Highly desirable 3rd generation, circa 1990’s, US Colt made
model 1873 SAA revolver, 4 3/4” .45 Colt cal blued barrel with Colt address and marked COLT SINGLE ACTION
ARMY .45. The frame is marked with the rampant horse
logo and patent info. Metalwork retains all original bright
blue and case colours to the frame. ExC original hard rubber American Eagle Colt grips. Contained in its original
deluxe blue box with gold embossed logo. Hard to find a
better example of these highly desirable revolvers in near
new ExWO&C B/CLR

403 - COLT NATIONAL MATCH PISTOL
A circa 1970 Colt Gold cup semi auto target pistol, 5” .38
special mid range cal barrel. The slide with original adjustable sights and marked NATIONAL MATCH COLT ETC.
The receiver with adjustable trigger. Metalwork has near all
original blue finish, thinning to the grip straps and edges.
ExC original Colt logo chequered wooden grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR

401

408 - MARLIN 94 CARBINE
An antique circa 1906 US Marlin model 1894 lever action
carbine, 20” 44-40 cal round barrel with full length magazine and original sights. Marked with Marlin address and
patent dates as well as the caliber above the chamber. The
rear tang marked Marlin Model ‘94’. Metalwork has thinning overall original blue on the barrel and magazine, the
action has traces of blue and shows carry wear as well as
typical loss of finish under the saddle ring. VGC original
woodwork with some minor dings. VGWO&C ALR
409 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
Model 1894 Big Bore lever action rifle, 20” re-barrel in 3855 cal with correct sights, no address and marked with the
caliber. Metalwork has most overall bright blue with some
loss to the underside of the gun. Receiver without safety and
fitted with Parker Hale peep sight. ExC deluxe chequered
walnut woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

402

407

412
408

410 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
US pump action .22lr rifle, 20” round barrel with original
sights and tube magazine. The metalwork has most original
blue to the receiver but grey patina with some minor areas of
speckling to the barrels. ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
411 - MARLIN MODEL 37 RIFLE
Circa 1920’s pump action .22lr rifle, 23 1/4” round barrel
with full length tube and Marlin New Haven address. Metalwork with Most thinning original finish. Woodwork without
butt plate and small section professionly cheked in at the
toe. GWO&C ALR

410

412 - TWO WINCHESTER KNIVES
The first fixed blade with highly polished 3 1/2” blade and
holster with a synthetic horn grips and marked with Winchester banner logo on the blade and includes leather sheath.
The second also fixed with nylon sheath, 5 1/2” bowie blade
marked Winchester model 70 limited edition. Brass crossguard and pins with laminated wood handle. VGC

19
413 - WINCHESTER & COLT KNIVES
Winchester fixed blade hunting knife with nylon sheath and
box, 4 3/4” drop point blade with logo laminated red wood
handle. Colt 1911 Franklin Mint collectors pocket knife.
Embossed handle with 1911 pistol and blade marked with
logo etc. Includes slip pouch. ExC

414

427

414 - WINCHESTER POCKET KNIFE
Model 1873 commemorative pocket knife in original box 5
3/4” overall length with brass embossed handle with logo
on one side and rifle on the other, limited edition, one of
1000. ExC
415 - WINCHESTER PARTS
Bag containing 1892 bolt and butt plate plus 1897 bolt/lifter.
GC
416 - TYPE 84S RIFLE
Chinese Norinco .223 cal semi automatic ‘AK’ type rifle,
15” barrel plus flash hider and with original sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork with nearly all original blue and marked
Norinco 84S etc. VGC woodwork with a few scratches. Includes its original 30R magazine. VGWO&C ELR

427 - SWEDISH LAHTI PISTOL
Swedish Military model 40 9mm pistol, 4” barrel with original sights. The receiver marked HUSQVARNA etc. Metalwork with near all bright blue. ExC original brown plastic
grips with Royal logo. Also includes its correct leather holster with two spare magazines, rod and tool. ExWO&C B/
CLR
428 - SWEDISH 07’ PISTOL
Swedish Military model 07 variant of the 1903 pistol, 5”
9mm Browning Long cal barrel. Slide marked Husqvarna
etc. Metalwork with near all original parkerised bead blast
type finish. ExC original grips with Swedish Crown. Includes its correct holster and two magazines. VGWO&C B/
CLR

416

428

417

417 - MINI 30 RIFLE
US Ruger semi auto rifle, 18” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver with integral scope bases and fitted with Ruger factory rings. Metalwork retains all original
blued finish. Fitted with Hogue rubberised stock and its 5R
magazine, this gun is in like new ExWO&C ALR

429

418 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military 7.62x51 cal semi auto rifle ‘SLR’, 25” barrel
with flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. Receiver
dated 61. Metalwork with most overall finish with some minor marks to the dust cover. GC woodwork complete with
sling and 20R magazine. G-VGWO&C ELR

433

419 - REMINGTON M7600 RIFLE
US pump action .308 cal rifle, 22” barrel with iron sights.
The action marked Remington Model 7600 and fitted with
detachable box magazine. Metalwork has near all original
Milspec matte finish. ExC synthetic forend and pistol grip
folding stock and includes original box. ExWO&C ALR
420 - 84S MAGAZINES
Two 30R steel magazines to suit the .223 cal Chinese 84S
semi auto rifle plus a webbing 3 cell pouch. Near all original
finish. VGC

431

422 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine to suit the AK47/56S rifles. In
like new ExC
423 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC
424 - 7.62x39 AMMO
An almost complete case 1200R of 7.62x39 tracer ammo.
Steel case with head stamp BXN 68 (most likely Czech).
GC ALR

426 - LAHTI PISTOL
Finish model L35 semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal
barrel with original sights and rare loaded chamber indicator
variant. The top of the gun marked VALMET L-35. Metalwork has near all original finish showing slight holster wear
to the muzzle and leading edges. ExC original brown plastic
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

435

426

431 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
M96 Swedish Military bolt action rifle, 30” 6.5x55 cal barrel which has been threaded for a silencer and has original
sights and marked Carl Gustafs etc 1900 on the chamber.
Metalwork with most overall blue, VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
432 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
6.5x55 cal bolt action M96 rifle, 29 1/2” barrel with original
sights. The receiver is fitted with telescopic sight. Chamber
marked Carl Gustaf etc. and with turned down bolt handle.
Metalwork with most overall blue finish. GC woodwork
with some dings. Missing front swivel. GWO&C ALR

434 - NAGANT CARBINE
Polish Model 1944 Nagant carbine, 19” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and side folding bayonet. Receiver
dated 55 and with Polish ordnance code. Metalwork with
near all original blue finish. ExC original woodwork complete with sling. This gun is in as issued ExWO&C ALR

434
419

425 - SLR MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the NZ L1A1 7.62x51 cal rifle. Most
black paint finish. GC

430 - NORINCO 1911 PISTOL
Chinese made 1911A1 semi auto pistol, 5” .45 acp cal barrel. Slide with iron sights and marked NORINCO etc. The
left and right side of the frame have both been drilled for a
scope. Metalwork with most parkerised finish, fitted with
Pachmayr grip but includes Military style brown plastic
grips and spare magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

433 - NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet M1891/30 7.62x54R cal bolt action Military rifle,
30” barrel with original fore sight and the rear blade has
been removed to fit long eye relief scope base and with
3-9 illuminated verticle scope fitted. Metalwork with most
overall blue. GC woodwork complete with sling. GWO&C
ALR

418

421 - SLR MAGAZINES
3x20R magazines for the 308 cal L1A1 rifle. Most re-painted finish. GC

429 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
WWII circa 1943 Colt 1911A1 .45acp cal pistol. This pistol
has been modified for pistol shooting and many of the original Military parts have been replaced including the following: sights, slide and magazine releases, safety, beaver tail,
trigger grips, hammer and magazine. Slide is marked with
Colt address, frame with inspectors mark, US property mark
and 1M1911A1 US ARMY etc. Metalwork has some minor
speckling and most re parkerising. Would suit restoration or
ideal shooter. GWO&C B/CLR

435 - NO4 MK1 RIFLE
A hard to find first variant NO4 MKI (not MKI*) SMLE,
25” barrel with original sights. The side of the receiver is
marked NO4 MKI and the wrist with ordnance broad arrow
and 1942. Metalwork with most overall correct black paint
like finish. VGC woodwork complete with swivels and includes its spike bayonet and scabbard plus brass oil bottle.
VGWO&C ALR
436 - SMLE NO.4 RANGE RIFLE
25” 303 cal barrel with original foresight. The rear battle
sight has been removed and Sentoral brand sight fitted. Metalwork with most overall finish. GC woodwork but the butt
stock has been lengthened. G-VGWO&C ALR

20
437 - 303 OIL BOTTLE
Six black Bakelite oil bottles for the SMLE rifle. VGC

449 - WINCHESTER CARTRIDGE BOXES BOOK
Winchester Cartridge Boxes 1856-1956 by Giles and Shuey.
Hard cover, large format, 311 pages, colour photos. A well
presented and informative book with a price guide. NEW

438 - H&K CLAW MOUNT
To fit the Hendsoldt scope to the 93 or 33 rifles. Ex German
Military Schubrichtung mount. ExC
439 - BLITZ MOUNT
A Blitz mount to allow a Hendsolt Z24 scope for the G3/33
rifle to be fitted to picattiny or weaver rail and quick release.
ExC
440 - VZ59 MACHINE GUN
Czech M59 7.62x54R cal light machine gun, 22” barrel with
flash hider and original sights and carry handle. Back of the
receiver dated 1963. Uses unique pistol grip cocking mechanism. Metalwork has near all original blue and dark grey
enamel type finishes. ExC woodwork complete with sling.
Includes its bipod, ammo tin with link, hopper, belt loader
and maintanance kit. ExWO&C CLR

450

441 - SCORPION S.M.G
Czech model 61 machine pistol, 5” .32acp cal barrel. The
receiver with original sights and fitted with top folding steel
wire shoulder stock. Metalwork retains near all original Military enamel type finish. VGC wooden pistol grip. Includes
its 10R magazine plus 2 extra 20R magazines in pouch and
original holster. ExWO&C CLR

441

442 - CZ MODEL 28 S.M.G
A Czech model 26 submachine gun, 11” 7.62x25 Tokarev
cal barrel. The receiver with its original sights and nearly
all its correct dark grey enamel finish and marked with arsenal code she and serial number. ExC compressed resin
brown pistol grip and forend. Steel side folding stock. Also
includes its 4 cell magazine pouch with 3 magazines - 4 in
total. ExWO&C CLR

451 - ALEXANDER HENRY RIFLE
Fine quality single shot falling block large game rifle by
Scottish maker Alexander Henry, 28 3/4” .450 Nitro express
caliber barrel with iron sights. Marked A HENRY EDINBURGH and with Birmingham proof marks. The chamber
marked PATENT NO 2051. The side of the action is also
marked HENRY’S PATENT and the back of the action A
HENRY. Metalwork has most bright blue to the barrel and
faint case colours to the other areas. ExC straight cut walnut
stock with chequered wrist and forend. ExWO&C ALR

442

443 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Model 1877 double action revolver circa 1900, 4 1/2” .41
cal barrel faintly marked with Colt address and cal. Frame
with patent dates etc. Action appears to function correctly
unlike most examples. Metalwork has grey patina with dark
highlights. GC but worn original grips. GWO&C CLR

443

444 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Circa 1901 Colt M 1877 double action revolver, 4 1/2” .41
cal barrel. Frame with patent info etc. Metalwork with dark
to grey patina with areas of light pitting, worn but original
hard rubber grips. Action is at fault and fails to cock and
index. FC CLR
445 - COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER
Circa 1876 Colt single action revolver, 2” .41 CF cal barrel
with London proofs (also on the cylinder). Metalwork has
grey to silver patina with quite heavy pitting to one side of
the cylinder and barrel but the action is strong. GC original
Ebony grips with a few scratches. FWO&C CLR

450 - CHARLES LANCASTER DOUBLE RIFLE
A fine quality cased double barrel percussion sporting rifle
by renowned English gun maker Charles Lancaster circa
1830’s, 29 1/2” approx. 50 cal barrels with 4 leaf sights
graduated to 300 yards. Scroll engraving between the nipples and with platinum plugs. The underside of the barrels
are marked CHARLES LANCASTER 151 NEW BOND
ST LONDON PATENT SMOOTH BORED RIFLE. Also
marked with serial number and London proof marks and fitted with brass tipped ram rod. The lockplates are case hardened and fully engraved with foliate designs and marked C
LANCASTER LONDON fitted with half cock safeties and
Dolphin style engraved hammers. Metalwork retains some
case colours to the plates and patch box etc and faint Damascus pattern to the barrels and blue to the trigger guard.
VGC walnut one piece stock with engraved steel furniture.
The trigger guard is engraved with Bucks fighting extending
into pineaple and speer shaped finials. The patch box is engraved with a dear and the steel butt plate is also engraved.
Contained in its original oak case with brass corners and
green baize lining with original trade label. The case contains many accessories including: Powder flask (numbered
to the gun), star shaped wad punch, caps, leather wallets
with cast bullets inside and spring clamp. The divisions are
custom made for many of these items. The right hand side
hammer fails to hold on 1/2 and full cock all the time otherwise VGWO&C NLR Est. $14,000 - $18,000

440

445

452

446

446 - COLT M1895 REVOLVER
Circa 1905 double action Army revolver, 4 1/2” 38lc cal
barrel marked COLT.P.A38 on the side and Colt address and
patent dates ending in 95 on the top. Metalwork with thin
original finish with dark patina. Original hard rubber grips
with a 1cm chip missing on the left hand side. FWO&C B/
CLR

453 - PERCUSSION FOWLING GUN
Antique circa 1860’s 12 bore percussion double barrel fowling piece, 29 1/2” browned barrel marked LONDON and
with Birmingham proof marks. The lock plates are foliate
and borderline engraved and marked W&C SCOTT & SON.
The left hand hammer is a replacement and has not been
engraved. VGC chequered woodwork with refinished case
hardened steel triggerguard and Pineaple finials. GWO&C
NLR

453

447 - LEGENDS OF AFRICA BOOK
Legends of the African Frontier 1800-1945 by Chandler.
Hard cover, large format book with B&W photos. In original plastic wrap NEW.
448 - BROWNING PISTOL BOOK
FN Browning Pistols - Sidearms that Shaped World History
by Vanderlinden. Hard cover, large format, 333 pages and
B&W photos. Covers all FN models. In new ExC
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

454

452 - JAPANESE MATCHLOCK RIFLE
An extremely fine Japanese Tanegashime Matchlock rifle
circa early 1600’s. (The Matchlock rifle was introduced to
the Japanese by the Portugese in the 1550’s), 30” approx.
.58 cal octagonal barrel with 5 engravings on it, one being a
32cm long dragon. Along the stock there are many fine copper inlays (copper was very highly regarded by Japanese
in the 1600’s) with the Tokugaw Shogunate crest. The gun
is complete with flash pan cover but the S shape serpentine
and side spring are missing. It would not be a hard task to restore this rare historic piece with high quality workmanship
destined for a Samurai not a common foot soldier. VGC
NLR

451

454 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE
Antique British Military 3 band Enfield Musket, 39” .577
cal round barrel with original sights and ordnance marks.
The lock plate is dated 1856 and with Royal Cypher. Metalwork has mostly dark patina with a 7” area of pitting at the
muzzle on the left hand side (but not evident when hanging
the gun on the wall) VGC woodwork with clear stock
catouche and complete with swivels, rod and chain. GVGWO&C NLR

21
455 - PATTERN 53 MUSKET
British 3 band Enfield rifle, 33” barrel with replacement
foresight but correct rear sight and British prooved. The
lock plate without markings. The butt stock has been replaced and repaired through the wrist. GWO&C NLR

464

456

456 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
An antique small Belgian pocket/muff pistol, 3” 54 bore
octagonal barrel. The box lock action is engraved. Metalwork with dark patina. GC one piece butt, the trigger return
spring is a bit dosey otherwise VGC NLR
457 - REPRODUCTION PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A cased pair of modern made (most likely Italian) percussion Officers/traveling pistols, 10” octagonal .54 bore/44
cal barrels with blued finish and scroll engraving. The lock
plates are also engraved and with case hardened finish. GC
wooden full length stocks with brass furniture. Metalwork
retains near all original finish. The case with blue baize
lining and contains mould, flask, nipple key, hammer and
cleaning rod etc. VGWO&C B/CLR

465 - GERMAN LUFTWAFFE HELMET
WWII Nazi Model 1942 Luftwaffe ground troops/paratroopers helmet. Most original dark green/black finish. The
decal has lost most of its colour. Code marked N564. Original leather liner without chin strap. Rare in this colour. VGC

457

458 - BRITISH NAVAL SET
A set of three items belonging to British Victorian Royal
Naval Commander Fredric V Sanders, 1836-1885, who was
a Crimean War Veteran and promoted to the rank of Commander in 1870’s. The items include a full dress cocked hat
contained in original steel tin with brass name plate. The
outside of the tin has some rust staining but the inside has
most Japaned finish. The hat is in VGC with gold braid
and black felt construction. The lining is also in ExC and
marked B ADAMS TAILOR II George place PLYMOUTH.
The gold braided Eppaulettes are also in there steel tin with
original labels. Finally is his pattern 1846 Naval Officers
sword, 30 1/2” etched blade with some staining to the tip.
The blade is also marked B ADAMS PLYMOUTH. Most
gilt to the lions head pommel and guard with wire bound
shagreen grip. ExC leather and brass scabbard. VG-ExC

463 - S&W M5903 PISTOL
4” 9mm cal barrel, stainless steel slide with fixed sights.
Double action with decocker system. Metalwork with a few
minor scratches. Original rubber grips and spare magazine.
VGWO&C B/CLR

467 - HIGH SEAS FLEAT BADGE
WWII German Naval badge, retains most gilt to the wreath
and eagle dish shaped back marked RS&S and with flat bottle pin. Measures approx. 44x58mm VGC

458

468 - LUFTWAFFE FLAK BADGE
Nazi German Airforce flak badge. The rear marked GW?
in circle with round pin, measures approx. 44x58mm VGC
469 - NAZI SPORTS BADGE
Brass SA sports badge. Hollow back marked EIGENTUM
DER OBERSTEN SA - FUHRUNG flat pin. Measures approx. 58x45mm VGC
470 - ARMY FLAK BADGE
Late war zinc construction Nazi German Army flak badge
with round pin. Measures approx. 55x42mm GC

467

470

471 - BATTLE SHIELDS
Two Nazi German cloth and paper backed battle shields for
WARSHAU 1944 and STALINGRAD 1942-43. VGC
472 - SS MEDAL
Nazi German bronze SS 4yr Service Medal, 37mm diameter
with runes and wreath, the otherside with motto and 4, without ribbon. VGC

460

459

461 - S&W MODEL 29 REVOLVER
US double action M29-3 44 Magnum revolver, 4” blued
barrel and action with adjustable sights. Some slight loss of
finish to the muzzle otherwise retains near all blue. Fitted
with pachmyer rubber grips VGWO&C B/CLR
462 - COLT OFFICERS MODEL PISTOL
Series 80 model with 3 1/2” .45acp cal barrel. Stainless
steel side and frame with original fixed sights. Metalwork
with a few scratches around the take down lever, fitted with
original black plastic Colt logo grips. Includes its original
maroon 1980’s box. VGWO&C CLR

466 - GOLD WOUND BADGE
Nazi German wound medal in gold. The obverse marked
L/63 44x37mm oval shape with flat bottle pin. VGC

465

459 - PATTERN 1827 NAVAL SWORD
British Naval Officers sword, 30” pipe backed slightly
curved blade with traces of etching and dark stained patina.
Gilted hilt with Naval insignia and brass wire bound shagreen handle, without scabbard. GC
460 - S&W MODEL 625 REVOLVER
US double action M625-8 .45acp cal revolver, 5” barrel
with full underlug and adjustable fibre optic sights. Stainless steel metalwork with only a few minor scratches, fitted with factory rubber grips and includes five moon clips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

464 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE
WWII Nazi HJ German dagger/knife, 134mm blade with
high ricasso and marked with makers name - J.A. HENCKELS SOLINGEN ZWILLINGSWERK GES GESCHUTZT,
the otherside of the blade has had the motto removed. The
ricasso with original buffer pad. GC original Bakelite grips
with small chip to one side. The diamond with nice details
and correct fish scale appearance to the red sections as well
as flecking to the gold, also shows correct movement within
the grip. The metalwork is quite stained and has a chip to
the blade. The hilt with unusual period cord wrap. Complete with original steel scabbard and with liners and leather
hanger. A worn but nice original piece. GC

473 - LUFTWAFFE GROUND COMBAT BADGE
Alloy/zinc construction with round brass pin. Nice sharp detail to the front but missing the cover off the eagle. Measures
approx. 43x57mm GC
461

474 - MINE SWEEPER AWARD
WWII German Naval Mine Sweeper - Sub Chaser Award.
Early type construction. Swastika has been removed. Most
gilt to the frog, dish shaped rear with flat pin and makers
mark FEC . OTTO . Measures approx 42x53mm. GC

475

475 - JUNGLE CARBINE
WWII British Military 303 cal bolt action carbine, 20 1/2”
barrel including flash hider and original sights. The bayonet
lug has been removed. Receiver marked No5 MKI ROF (F)
7/45. Metalwork has near all finish, VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

462

472

476 - ISREALI K98 RIFLE
WWII German K98 re-chambered to 308 by the Isrealis, 24
3/4” barrel with original sights, the receiver marked byf 41
and 7.62, also with waffen amts. Metalwork with most grey
parkerised finish and with large snow trigger. GC woodwork
also marked 7.62 and with sling. GWO&C ALR

463
476

22
477 - LEE ENFIELD MKI* RIFLE
British/NZ Military bolt action rifle, 25 1/2” .303 cal barrel (most likely shortened for range use) and with correct
bayonet lug and adjustable foresight. The wrist marked BSA
Co and lobbing sight on the otherside. Metalwork with most
overall finish. VGC woodwork with NZ markings and 1901
date. GWO&C ALR

491

477

490 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
75R 7.62X39 cal front loading drum magazine for the
AK47/56S. Retains near all original finish. ExC

492

478 - SWISS G11 RIFLE
Swiss Military Scmidt Ruben model G11 straight pull
bolt action rifle, 30” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights.
Metalwork with most thinning original finish. VGC woodwork with a few minor dings and complete with swivels
VGWO&C ALR

491 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL
Circa 1965 Target version of the Woodsman .22lr semi auto
pistol, 6” slab sided barrel with target sights. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue thinning on the edges
and grip straps and with some light scratches. VGC original
palm swell target grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

494

479 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
Circa 1915 US Colt semi auto pistol, 3 3/4” .32 acp cal barrel. Slide with original sights and Colt patent info etc. Metalwork has most original blue finish thinning on the edges
and some slight scratches. ExC original early Colt logo hard
rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR
480 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A Belgian Browning semi automatic pistol, 3 3/8” .32 cal
barrel. The slide is marked FN etc with Herstal address.
Metalwork has most overall original blue with some minor
scratches and thinning on the edges. VGC original FN logo
grips and correct magazines. VGWO&C CLR

489 - PPSH DRUM MAGAZINE
71R 7.62 Tokarev cal magazine for the Soviet PPSH41
S.M.G. Near all original blued finish and includes webbing
pouch. ExC

492 - COLT .22 PISTOL
US circa 1990’s Colt made 22 semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel
with supressor thread spuded in to the end and with original
fixed sights. Stainless steel metalwork without scratching
and with polymer grip and trigger guard. Includes original
box and spare magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

479
478

493 - S&W 422 PISTOL
.22lr Semi auto pistol, 6” barrel, slide with adjustable
sights. Alloy frame with most original black finish and
some scratches. GC original grips. Includes spare magazine
GWO&C B/CLR

480

481 - SAVAGE 1907 PISTOL
US semi auto .32 acp cal pistol, 3 3/4” barrel with fixed
sights. Early variant with exposed rounded hammer. Some
pin pricking to the left hand side of the frame but metalwork
retains most blue. ExC original grips. F-GWO&C CLR

494 - TAURUS PT-99 PISTOL
Good quality Taurus 9mm cal semi auto pistol, 5” stainless
steel barrel. Blued slide and frame with nearly all bright
blue finish. Gold coloured small parts ie trigger, hammer,
safety etc. fitted with deluxe wooden grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

481
486

482 - WALTHER MODEL 4 PISTOL
A WWI period German .32 acp cal semi automatic pistol, 3
1/4” barrel with fixed sights and slide marked with banner
logo and early Blasii address. Metalwork has grey patina
with staining, worn but original grips FWO&C CLR

495 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech 9mm semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel, slide with adjustable sights. Metalwork has thinning black paint like finish
with quite a lot of nicks and scratches. Fitted with Pachmayr
rubber grips. FWO&C B/CLR

482

483 - TIKKA M595 RIFLE
A custom MAE fully supressed Finish .223 cal hunting rifle, 22 1/2” overbarrel supressor in stainless steel as is the
receiver which is fitted with removable box magazine. ExC
synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR
484 - TIKKA T3 RIFLE
Finish 30.06 cal sporting rifle, 21” blued barrel and action.
The receiver fitted with leatherwood variable power telescopic sights and mount with target turrets and range finding reticle. Metalwork with near all original finish. VGC
original synthetic stock with removable box magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
485 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
German bull pup design semi auto .22lr rifle, 25” barrel with
original sights and integral scope rail built into the carry
handle, 10R detachable magazine plus spare 10R stored in
the butt. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC
black synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR

496 - SVT40 RIFLE
Soviet WWII 7.62x54R cal semi automatic rifle, 24” barrel
with flash hider bayonet lug and original sights. The chamber with arsenal marks and 41 date. Metalwork with near
all blued finish. ExC woodwork complete with sling and
detachable magazine. ExWO&C ELR
500

497 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese Military SKS 7.62x39 semi auto rifle, 20 1/2” barrel with original sights and folding bayonet. Receiver with
Chinese arsenal marks and characters. Metalwork retains
most original finish. Fitted with 20R magazine. External
numbers are matching. GC original woodwork with some
handling dings. Complete with cleaning kit and sling.
VGWO&C ELR

498

488

486 - THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS BARREL ETC
Complete 45-70 cal barrel & synthetic forend plus butt stock
for the Encore rifle, 20” stainless steel barrel with flutes &
fibre optic foresight plus peep rear sight. The top marked
Katahain Pro Hunter. Includes a scope base. ExC ALR

496
484

485

498 - AR15 RIFLE
A NZ made BRD brand AR15 .223 cal semi auto rifle, 20
1/2” barrel threaded and fitted with custom over barrel supressor. Flat top receiver with picatinny rail and forward assist. Metalwork with near all original milspec finish. Fitted
with CAA collapsable stock and Hogue forend and includes
its 30R alloy magazine and thread on muzzle break. In near
new ExWO&C ELR
499 - AR15 .22LR CONVERSION KIT
US Spikes Tactical brand .22lr bolt conversion kit for AR15
rifle plus two 10R polymer magazines. Retains all its nickel
plate finish and has original packaging. ExC

487 - THOMPSON L DRUM
50R modern production magazine for the 1921/28 .45acp
S.M.G’s. Unmarked variant in new ExC
488 - 03’ SPRINGFIELD SNIPER SCOPE
A WWII period US Weaver model 330 rifle scope. This is the
same model as used on the M1903A4 sniper rifle, 275mm
overall length with blued body. In front of the turrets it is
marked MODEL 330 PATS PEND WR WEAVER CO EL
PASO TX U.S.A. While it is not marked with the M73B1
designation it is possible it could have been used by the
Military. Ideal for restoration or replica project. GWO&C

497

483

500 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military L1A1 ‘SLR’ shorter 20” 7.62 cal barrel with
flash hider bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver
with modified dust cover and telescopic sight fitted. Metalwork with most overall finish. Synthetic forend with dark
green painted wooden pistol grip and butt, fitted with 20R
magazine. GWO&C ELR

23
501 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle, 19 1/2” barrel with
original sights and bayonet removed. Metalwork with
near all original finish and marked NORINCO etc. Modified fixed magazine to 7R. VGC original woodwork. VGExWO&C ALR

504

502 - L1A1 PARTS
Bag containing approx. 16 small parts for the ‘SLR’. GC

512 - MAUSER HSC MAGAZINE
.32 cal magazine for the WWII German pistol. Near all blue.
ExC

505

503 - AR10 MAGAZINE
20R alloy waffle magazine for the 7.62 cal rifle. One of the
tabs that hold the follower is broken but still functions fine.
F-GC
504 - MODEL 1917 REVOLVER
US Military WWI period model 1917 Smith & Wesson
.45acp double action revolver, 5 1/2” barrel with original
sights and marked S&W D.A 45 on the side S&W address
on top and UNITED STATES PROPERTY underneath.
Metalwork has most overall finish with a couple of areas of
pitting to the back and top straps. The butt is also marked
US ARMY MODEL 1917. GC original grips complete with
lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

511 - SS P38 MAGAZINE
A very scarce SS marked WWII P38 pistol magazine. Blued
body with most finish thinning on the edges. Left hand side
marked P38, spine marked with single 359 waffen amt. The
base plate is marked with serial number and SS runes inside
a circle. All markings show consistant wear and appears to
be correct. VGC

513 - PPK MAGAZINE
Original .32 cal magazine for the Walther PPK pistol marked
with banner logo on the side. Near all blue. ExC
514 - BERETTA 1934 MAGAZINE
Spare magazine for the WWII Italian .380 pistol. Most overall blued finish. VGC

506

515 - S&W AIR CREWMAN BARREL
Hard to find original snubnosed 2” barrel for the Military
model revolver. Near all blue and bore in GC. VGC

501

505 - WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER
WWI British Military .455 cal double action revolver, 6”
barrel with ordnance marks and MARK VI on the top strap.
The frame with patent info and 1917 date. Metalwork with
thinning original blue with some speckling to the barrel.
VGC original brown plastic grips complete with lanyard
ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

507

508

506 - LITO PISTOL
An unusual vintage pre WWII German single shot ‘Lito’
pocket pistol with electric light, 12mm barrel designed to be
loaded with Lachrgmatory gas cartridge known as ‘Asphyxia’ cartridges to make the assailant unconsious. Inside the
grip is a dry cell battery which is included. By squeezing a
grip safty, the light is activated. The frame and grip are made
of an early horn like plastic called Galalith. Included with
the gun is its original blue cardboard box and information
sheet. The gun retains near all its original finish and with
the exception of the battery (which most likely has expired)
is in ExWO&C CLR
507 - ITALIAN POCKET REVOLVER
A scarce Italian circa late 1940’s Ufficio Scambi Commerciale .25acp cal double action pocket revolver. Similar to the
Velo dog pattern or puppy bulldog revolvers, 1 1/2” octagonal barrel. The receiver has a concealed hammer and side
mounted safety and folding trigger. Marked 6 m/m Welo
Dog and faint British Nitro proof on the butt. Metalwork
has most overall blue thinning on the edges. VGC original
chequered wooden grips. VGWO&C CLR
508 - PUPPY REVOLVER
Belgian puppy variant of the bulldog revolver, 1 1/2” .32
cal barrel, folding trigger. Metalwork with dark patina. GC
grips, action at fault. FC CLR
509 - MARBLES GAMEGETTER
A scarce and unusual American Marbles 1st Model of 1908
Game Getter break action pistol, 18” .22rf over .44 shotshell
barrels. Action is profusely Marbles stamped and metalwork
retains most original dark blue. GC original hard rubber
grips with a crack through the right hand side logo which
could easily be restored. Includes its original and extremely
rare brown leather holster which still has the shop keepers
logo. VGWO&C CLR
510 - H&R HANDY GUN
A single shot US H&R .410 cal pistol, 12” barrel with thinning blue and case colours on the action. VGC saw handled
chequered butt. VGWO&C CLR
510

516 - J.D DOUGALL SHOTGUN
A nice quality antique circa 1865 12 bore centerfire side
by side shotgun, 29 3/4” browned barrels marked J.D
DOUGALL INVENTOR AND PATENTEE 59 St JAMES
STREET LONDON. Back action lock with unique forward
creeping lever release on the right hand side and lock fast
patent lock (marked on the bottom of the action). The side
plate is also marked JD DOUGALL. Metalwork retains
most overall browned finish. VGC woodwork with some
dings and wear. According to Boothroyds directory this gun
number 2501 is one of the first centerfires he produced and
that the lock fast action was widely regarded and used by the
Prince of Wales. VGWO&C ALR
517 - AMERICAN GUN Co. SHOTGUN
US made side by side 12g hammer shotgun, 29 1/2” barrels
with swamped rib. Action marked AMERICAN GUN CO.
NEW YORK. Metalwork has grey patina with traces of finish. GC semi pistol grip stock stamped C.B. LONG 1925.
GWO&C ALR

516

518 - REMINGTON 105 SHOTGUN
US semi auto 12g shotgun, 28” barrel with multi choke (3
included). Metalwork retains near all original blue finish
and receiver with carbon fibre inserts. ExC woodwork with
some deterioration to the butt pad. VG-ExWO&C ALR
518
509

519

520

521

522

519 - TAURUS GAUCHO REVOLVER
Brazilian made single action Army type revolver, 5 1/2”
.45lc cal barrel. Stainless steel metalwork in ExC without
scratches. ExC original black plastic grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR
520 - ARMI SAN MARCO S/ACTION REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a Colt 1873 S.A.A revolver, 7 1/2”
.45 Colt cal barrel. Metalwork has near all blue on the barrel and bright case colours on the frame, ExC walnut grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
521 - RUGER OLD ARMY REVOLVER
Modern US percussion single action .44 cal revolver, 7 1/2”
blued barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with most
original blued finish starting to thin in areas. Fitted with
Ruger faux ivory grips and includes a set of wooden grips.
GWO&C B/CLR
522 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
Pre war British Military .38 S&W cal double action revolver, 5” barrel with ordnance and caliber marks. The frame
marked ENFIELD NO2 MKI 1931. Metalwork has quite
large sections of pitting on the left hand side and top of the
barrel but otherwise most original finish. GC original grips
complete with lanyard ring. FWO&C B/CLR

24
523 - VICTORY REVOLVER
US Victory model 38 S&W double action revolver, 5” barrel
with S&W address and cal etc. Frame marked with logo etc.
Metalwork no longer has the Military finish and has been
reblued in a commercial style. The cylinder has a browned/
case hardened finish, fitted with faux ivory grips. GWO&C
B/CLR

535 - 303 MANLICHER SPORTER
A customised SMLE #III* bolt action sporting rifle, 21” barrel with iron sights. The receiver with Parker Hale bridge
mount and modified flat bolt handle and shortened magazine. Custom Manlicher full wood stock and custom sporting style chequered butt stock. Metalwork with near all
blue. VGWO&C ALR

526
525

536 - 303 MANLICHER SPORTER
A customised SMLE No III .303 cal sporting rifle, 18” barrel with iron sights. The receiver with knurled bolt handle
and shortened magazine. Metalwork with most blue to the
barrel and grey to the wrist. GC Manlicher style woodwork
with some long dings to the butt. GWO&C ALR

524 - SNIDER NAVAL RIFLE
A British Military Snider MKII**Naval model breech loading rifle, 30 1/2” 577/450 cal barrel with original sights and
bayonet lug. The breech is marked II** and the lock plate
1862. Metalwork has pinpricking on the barrel and action
with dark patina. The woodwork with brass furniture and
correctly without rear swivel, has an aged repair on the butt
and pressure dings around the action. GWO&C ALR
525 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
British/NZ Military Mark III .577 cal breech loading carbine, 21 1/2” barrel with bayonet bar and sights. The breech
marked NZ and III and ordnance marks on the latch and the
lock plate which is also marked with 1871 ENFIELD etc.
Metalwork has grey patina. GC woodwork complete with
brass furniture, original rod and sling. GWO&C ALR

537

538 - NO4 SPORTERISED RIFLE
SMLE .303 cal bolt action rifle. Original length 25” barrel
with sights and bayonet lug. The woodwork has been sporterised. Ideal restoration project. GWO&C ALR

527

526 - NEPALESE SNIDER RIFLE
Three band Snider Military rifle, 36 1/2” .577 cal barrel. The
breech and lock plate without marking. Has the spring loaded MKIII locking latch but a cupped hammer face. There are
Nepalese markings on the brass butt plate and triggerguard.
Metalwork has grey patina. GC woodwork with aged repair
at the base of the butt, includes its rod. GWO&C ALR

539 - REMINGTON FOLDING STOCK
Top folding stock with pistol grip to suit Remington 870
shotgun. VGC
540 - TOW TELESCOPIC SIGHTS
BSA brand Panther model 3.5-10x50 plus a Simmons 8
point 3-9x40 scope. VGC

539

527 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
303 cal Martini action single shot Military rifle, 29 1/2” barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with
Egyptian Citadel 1903 marking and BSA 1898. Metalwork
with most overall refinish, GC woodwork missing the disc.
GWO&C ALR

541 - TWO TASCO TELESCOPIC SIGHTS
Both Parallax adjustable target types and 6-24x40 one brand
High Country and the other without a brand. GC

542

528 - SNIDER OIL BOTTLE
Hard to find original pewter and brass oil bottle for the Snider British Military rifle. VGC
529 - WWI TELESCOPE
British Military variable power brass telescope. Broad arrow marked and dated 1915 also marked Telescope NoI
(Mark I). Measures 28 1/2” long. Some curling to the front
lip and the optics are a bit cloudy. GC

529

544 - MOSSBERG 22 RIFLE
Model 377 Plinkster .22lr semi auto, 20” barrel without
sights. Receiver with 4x20 scope. Most overall blued finish
with a few areas of speckling. Tube magazine in the thumb
hole, wooden stock. GWO&C ALR

534

545 - STERLING 22 RIFLE
Model 14p bolt action .22lr stainless steel 23” barrel and
action, threaded for silencer and with iron sight. Fitted with
2-7 power scope. GC wooden stock. GWO&C ALR

532 - CASELESS M.G AMMO
Two very rare rounds for the proposed TRW (US Engineering Co.) caseless machine gun from the late 60’s early 70’s.
VGC ALR
533 - IVER JOHNSON REVOLVER
Safety automatic model .32 cal double action revolver, 2
3/4” barrel. Metalwork with most thinning original finish.
GC hard rubber grips. GWO&C CLR
534 - TWO ANTIQUE REVOLVERS
Both are nickle plated, top breech, early 20th century revolvers. The first a H&R .22 rf cal with 4” barrel. The second an unmarked Belgian proof .32 cal of similar design.
GWO&C CLR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

542 - NO4 RIFLE
British/NZ Military WWII SMLE No4 MKI* rifle, 25” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
marked LONG BRANCH 1942 etc. Metalwork with near all
finish and matching numbers. ExC NZ marked woodwork.
Includes spike bayonet sheath. ExWO&C ALR
543 - NOI MK III RIFLE
An Australian WWII SMLE rifle, 25” barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The receiver fitted with parker hale
range sight and marked Lithgow 1943. VGC woodwork and
metalwork with near all blue. VGWO&C ALR

533

530 - GERMAN EGG GRENADE
WWI period inert oval German Egg Grenade. VGC NLR
531 - M69 GRENADE AND SMOKE GRENADE
US Military inert M69 practice grenade, some staining to
the body otherwise in VGC, plus an empty 40mm smoke
grenade. VGC

537 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Carl Gustaf M96 Mauser rifle, 29 1/2” 6-5x55 cal barrel. The receiver fitted with telescopic sight. Metalwork
with most thinning original finish, VGC woodwork. GVGWO&C ALR

546 - GERMAN LETTERS
Lot containing WWII German Army Soldiers correspondance. Most with Field Post Swastika stamps. Approx 15
letters, a post card & two Soldiers mail package boxes. GC

535

547 - SOLDIERS ID AND WORK BOOK
Nazi German Wehrpass 1939-44 and a German citizens employment book. GC

543

548 - M2 CARBINE MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the US M1 or M2 carbine stamped M2,
near all blued finish. ExC
549 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
15 Shot for the US carbine small. GC
544

550 - AK MAGAZINE
5R to suit AK47/56S. GC
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Lot 450 - Charles Lancaster Double Percussion Rifle

BACK COVER : Lot -399 NZ Military Colt 1855 British Model Revolving Rifle
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